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Foreward
In 1988, Congress directed the Bureau of Land Management to assess the
suitability of the Klamath River Canyon for future Wild and Scenic River
designation status.
Earlier in the 1980s, much cultural resource work was
performed along this stretch of the Klamath River as part of assessing effects
of proposed development projects. Given. the important resource values identified
by those studies as well as by previous archaeological work in the area dating
back to the 1950s, it was considered timely to synthesize the accumulated
information and follow new leads. The two studies contained in this volume
resulted from this initiative.
As a result of the studies, archaeological
resources and Native American traditional uses were identified by BLM as
outstandingly remarkable values associated with the Klamath River Canyon in the
resultant report to Congress.
It should be noted that Dr. Mack had previously conducted doctoral studies
in the study area and had published those results. Her contribution in this
volume presents a rethinking of previous conclusions based on the more recent
discoveries in the area and from the region at large.

Richard C. Hanes
Editor
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by
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Februarw 28, 1991
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ABSTRACT

This report results from analwsis of the archaeological collections
from prehistoric sites within the Upper Klamath River Canwon of Oregon
and California. It presents a swnthesis of the data known for the area as
of the summer of 1989. The archaeological data includes all materials
collected from 1953 to 1989, primarilw as a result of proposed
hydroelectric projects. Forty-two prehistoric sites have been recorded
within the project area bW 1989; several additional sites have been
reoorded within the last two wears bw archeaologists from the Lakeview
Oistrict, U. S. Bureau of Land Management.
The archaeological data indicates the oanWon has been used by Native
American groups for at least the last 7000 wears. The sites resulting
from this use include both occupation and special activity sites, which
have revealed diverse artifaots of stone, bone, shell and ceramics.
These material remains have been used bW researchers to build hypotheses
concerning the prehistorw of the canwon. This report discusses several of
these hypotheses and attempts to begin testing some of them using the
entire bodw of arohaeolooioal data from Upper Klamath River Canwon. as
well as data from adjacent regions. Some of the hyPotheses concern
chronology, some subsistence and settlement patterns, some ethnic
boundaries and some cultural interaction with surrounding areas.
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CHRPTER I-INTRODUCTION

Investigation of Upper Klamath River Canwon prehistorw began in 1958
with the Universitw of Oregon's survey and test excavations within the
proposed John C. Bowls Dam Reservoir area for the California-Oregon Power
Companw. It continued sporatically over the past thirty years. Designed
for use bw the Bureau of Land Management for planning and management
purposes, this document consolidates and synthesizes the data collected
over these wears bw using the analwtical framework established by Mack
C1979;1983). The research and analwsis began in June 1989. after
preliminarw examination bw the author in August 1988 of the artifacts
recovered during the 1984-1986 seasons from the Upper Klamath River
Canyon.
The results of research and analysis of the archaeological data
available on the prehistory of the Upper Klamath River Canyon are reported
here, including a swnthesis of the prehistory of the Upper Klamath River
and a comparison of its prehistorw with the prehistorw of selected
adjacent areas: the Klamath Basin. the Upper Rogue River and its drainages.
and the Middle Pit River and its drainages and a sWnthesis of the prehistorw
of the Upper Klamath River. Rn important part of the swnthesis includes an
evaluation of several hwpotheses proposed over the last ton wears
concerning the prehistorw of the Upper Klamath River Canwon.
BACKGROUND

The studw area includes the Upper Klamath River Canwon from the John
C. Bowle Dam. approximatelw river mile 225. in Oregon. downriver to the
backwater of COPCO Reservoir. river mile 204, in California CFio. 1). Within
Oregon the eastern and western boundaries of the study area follow the
upper rim of the oanwon. In California the eastern and western boundaries
are 1/4 mile from the river bank. For the latter, this places the eastern
boundarw in Sections 13 and 14 CT48N. R3W) and the western boundary in
Section 15 CT48N. R3W). The studw area corresponds to what has been oalled
the Salt Cave Localitw of the Upper Klamath River CMaok 1983). This
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stretch of the Klamath River outs through the Cascade Range forming what
has been called Klamath Goroe.
Rrohaeologzoal work within the Upper Klamath River Canyon began in
1958 by the University of Oregon for Pacific Power and Light.
California-Oreoon Power Company Division. on the Big Bend Project which
included the area later effected by the construction of the John C. Boyle
Dam and Reservoir. A brief preliminary report in 1959 out lined the results
of the project's excavations, the analysis of the artifacts recovered, and
reoommendations for monitoring and further investigation of 35KL15
downstream from the dam. Most of the artifacts and faunal remains were
recovered from one rocksholter. 35KL13 Inundated by John C. Boyle
Reservoir CNewman and Cressman 1959). The next archaeological project
within the canyon was the Iron Gate Project. 1960-1961, also a salvage
operation needed because of planned construction of a dam, power plant.
and reservoir. Afterwards, the Salt Cave Project lasted from March 1961
to August 1963 with an archaeological survey of and excavations within a
proposed dam and pool area for Paoific Power and Light. A total of twelve
sites were recorded and given the numbers S.C. 1 through S.C. 12. Subsequent
analysis of the sites resulted in two of the sites being combined for a
final total of eleven sites officially numbered 35KL16 through 35KL26.
During the three seasons C1961-1963) of fieldwork the crews from the
University of Oregon test excavated three sites, extensively excavated
three sites and surfaoo collected four other sites; only 35KL26 lacked any
archaeological work during the three seasons of fieldwork. The crews
excavated 73.1 cubic meters from 35KL21, Klamath Shoal Midden, 61.5 cubic
moters from 35KL18 ,Big Boulder Village and approximately 100 cubic
metersfrom 35KL16.BorderVillago. Threepreliminaryreports briefly
reported the description and analysis of this archaeological work
CCrossman and Wells 1961; Cressman et al 1962; Rnderson and Cole 1964). R
final report of the information recovered from these three seasons and an
interpretation and hypotheses completed by Mack in 1979 as a doctoral
dissertation for the University of Oregon, Department of Anthropology, was
later published CMack 1983).
A revised and renewed proposal for the Salt Cave Dam initiated
additional archaeological work In 1984. The new proposal for a dam.
reservoir and power house within the Salt Cave Locality necessitated an
intensive survey of the areas of potential impact and a testing program to
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gather data to help evaluate the significance of the cultural resouroes to
be impacted. Work in the area was aoccomplished over three wears from
1984-1986. Elliot Gehr headed the investioations from 1984 through the
spring of 1986 CGehr 1985. 1986a. 1986b). Heretofore, the material from his
survey and test excavations is referred to as the Gehr Collection. In 1986
Peter Jensen continued the investigations by excavating at 35KL16 and
testing 35KL551 as well as some additional survey of the project area.
CJensen 1987); the material from his excavations is referred to in this
report as the Jensen Collction. The results of this additional
archaeological work increased the number of prehistoric sites in the Upper
Klamath River Canwon to 33. Recent archaeological survey by BLM
arohaeol ogis ts Carla Burnside and Bill Cannon added nine additional
prehistoric sites in the project area in Oregon for a total number of 42
prehistoric sites.
Three prehistoric sites have been recorded within the project area
of Upper Klamath River Canyon on the California side of the border. In 1953
a team from the Rrchaeologioal Survey. University of California. Berkeley
recorded and test excavated a rockshelter on the north side of the Klamath
River near Shovel Creek, CRSIS16. The records and artifacts are now stored
at the Lowio Museum of Rnthropology. University of California. Berkeley; no
report resulted from this excavation. In 1980 the BLM recorded two
additional prehistoric sites, the Freedom Site and the Laubacher Site CBLM
Inventory 3 030-060 and 030-061). both on the south side of the river. The
Freedom Site was recorded as a housepit villaog with at least 4 housepits.
the Laubacoher Site as a midden site with both ground and flake stone tools
evident.
RESERRCH PLAN

The research and analysis of the prehistoric data for the Upper
Klamath River Canyon included five steps: 1) a literature search; 2)
consultation with knowledgeable persons; 3) field reconnaissance of
selected prehistoric sites within the project area; 4) examination and
recategorization of artifacts; and, 5) examination and identification of
faunal remains. The literature search included the assembly of all
published and unpublished literature available by July 1989 on the
archaeologw of the Upper Klamath River and all significant information on
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the prehistorw of the Klamath Basin, the Upper Rogue River and the Middle
Pit River. Selected literature on the prehistory of the Upper Sacramento
River and the Appleoate River were also inoluded. This allowed acolearer
understanding of Upper Klamath River CanWon prehistory. giving it a
regional framework. In addition four prehistoric site col leotions were
examined brieflw at the Lowie Museum of Anthropoloow. University of
California. Berkeley. These four collections resulted from brief test
exoavations bw the Arohaoologioal Survew. University of California.
Berkeley, of four sites; which look written reports. One of these sites.
CRSIS16, falls within the project area. The collections from two others.
CASIS17 and CRSIS18. were from the Upper Klamath River drainage; the
fourth site. CASHA52. was located within the Middle Pit River drainage. The
examination of these collections provided a more complete picture of the
archaeological data from these areas.
Consultation bw Phone or in person with archaeologists
knowledgeable about the prehistorw of the Upper Klamath River, the Upper
Rogue River. the Klamath Basin and the Middle Pit River also added
unpublished but recentlW colleoted data and formulated hypotheses on the
prehistorw of these areas. Those contacted included Carla Burnside. LWman
Deich. Steve Heipeo. Winfield Henn, Richard Hughes. Jerald Johnson. Jeff
LaLande. Don Manual. Elena Nilsson. Eric Ritter. James Rook. Elaine Sundahl
and Kate Winthrop. Because a portion of the project area falls within
California, as does much of the KIamath Basin and the Middle Pit River
drainages, additional information was obtained from the Information Center
for the Northeastern California Region located at California State
University, Chico.
On July 27 and 28 a field reconnaissance of several, selected sites
within the Upper Klamath River Canwon was conducted in the companw of
Carla Burnside. BLM archaeologist for the project. The purpose of the
reconnaissance was to determine site typo and the geographic location of
these selected sites Csoe Appendix A).
The analwsis of the prehistoric artifacts and faunal remains
colleoted during the 1984-1986 archaeological seasons in the Upper
Klamath River CanWon involved an examination of the artifacts. fauna I
materials and debitage from the collections curated at the Oregon State
Museum of Rnthropologw. The artifacts were recategorized using the
attributes and categories developed bw Mack C1983) to describe and
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analwze the bulk of the prehistoric data from the Upper Klamath River
Canwon. Due to additional radiocarbon dates and a more precise dating of
time sensitive artifacts within the area, a more detailed chronological
framework than the one presented bw Mack in 1983 is now possible. For
example, Siskiwou Utilitw Ware. the Potterw found within some of the Upper
Klamath River Canwon sites has become an horizon marker for the Western
Cascades of southern Oregon and northern California. dating consistentlw
from R.D. 900 to R.D. 1600 CMaok 1986, 1989a).
The faunal remains from the Gehr Colleotion had not been analysed
and the faunal analysis from the Jensen Collection was incomplete;
therefore, the faunal materials were analysed and identified to genus and
species when possible. The analwsis and rocategorization of the artifacts
and debitaog and the analwsis and identification of the faunal remains from
the prehistoric sites excavated from 1984-1986 allowed a synthesis of all
the prehistoric data from the Upper Klamath River Canwon.
The integration of the artifacts and faunal remains from the Gehr and
Jensen Colleotions with materials studied bw Maock at the UniversitW of
Oregon also allows for a clearer understandino of the subsistence
patterns, settlement patterns and technologies used by the prehistoric
inhabitants of the Upper Klamath River Canwon. Data collected bw Gehr and
Jensen permit a more precise evaluation of changes occurring through the
approximatelw 7000 wears of prehistoric use of the canyon; the data also
reveal which cultural characteristics seem not to change over time. For
example, the large percentage of deer bone COdecoildus s .) in the faunal
collections from all the sites indicate its importance in the subsistence
pattern of the inhabitants of the oanWon throughout time.
Recent archaeological investigations in adjacent areas allow some
now interpretations of the archaeological data from the Upper Klamath
River Canwon. Specifically, the reoognition and definition of a tool type
known as the McKee Uniface CFioure 2c) permit, upon reexamining the Salt
Cave Project flaked stone tools ourated at the Oregon State Museum of
Rnthropoloow, its identification in one of the archaeological sites
excavated bw Gehr between 1984 and 1986. 35KL19. and in one site
previously analyzed bW the author, 35KL18. Similar new insights allow a
reovaluation of all the maJor hypotheses proposed for the prehistory of
the canyon.
Each of the three major archaeological investigations bw Mack
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C1983). Gehr C1985. 1986a) and Jensen C1987) led to several specific
hwpotheses ooncerning the prehistorw of Upper Klamath River Canwon. Rs a
result of her investigation of the data from the Salt Cave Project, Mack
proposed four hupotheses dealing with cultural relationships and
subsistence and settlement patterns. In particular, she stressed
cultural diversitw between the upriver sites and downriver sites which maw
have ethnic implications but cortainlw refleoted varwing influences from
adjaoent areas suoh as the Klamath Basin. northwest California and
southwest Oregon. This cultural diversitw. she argues, was paralleled bw
subsistence uniformitw throughout the canwon over at least the last 3000
wears. Gehr proposed several hypotheses based primarilw on the
proportions and distribution of five groups of artifacts recovered from ten
prehistoric sites within Upper Klamath River Canwon. For example, he
proposed functional differences between the upriver sites and the
downriver sites and between sites within each of those clusters. Jenson's
hwpotheses based upon his excavation of the midden and port of one
housepit at 35KL16, Border Village, centered on that site's prehistorw. He
expanded some of his hwpotheses to include the larger Upper Klamath River
CanWon. Primarily he proposed a change in both subsistence and sett lement
patterns during the Late Prehistoric Period.
The reevaluation of the Gehr and Jensen Collections, the additional
information recentlW available from nearbw areas and a more complete
faunal analysis of the Gehr and Jensen Collections permits each
researcher's hypotheses to be tested. In addition, the most recent data
colleoted in the oanwon by BLM archaeologists also permits a fuller
understanding of site function, site relationships and resource
utilization within the canwon, requiring modifications of the above
hwpotheses and the addition of some which are now.
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CHRPTER 2-DESCRIPTIVE RNALYSIS
RRTIFRCTS
Using the attribute system established bw Maok on the Salt Cave
Project to recategorize artifacts from the Gehr and Jensen Cal leotions
required some reassignment of artifacts from one twpe to another and the
elimination of a few functional artifaot categories used by Gohr and Jensen
in their reports, such as spokeshave and perforator which were not used by
Mack C1983). as described bw Mack in the original Salt Cove report, the
classifioation swstems used had to fulfill certain criteria. The systems
had to be constructed with well-defined and consistent criteria. In
addition, the classification swstems had to have been used extensivelw.
that is, recognized by other researchers in the region as useful in
separating temporal and/or spatial units, or the swstems must have been
developed bw a research project to potentiall widentify ethnic groups.
Five artifact categories present in the Gehr and Jensen collections
include groundstone. ceramic, bone/antler, shell and flaked stone.
Analwzed artifacts come from 28 of the 45 prehistoric sites within Upper
Klamath River Canwon. Basketrw. found within the Salt Cave collections,
represents the only significant oategorw not found in the Gehr and Jensen
collections. In the Universitw of Orooon aollotions, basketry is found
onlw as impressions in accidently fired Pieces of claw. Its lack within
the Gehr and Jensen collections maw be due to field and laboratory
techniques. Unless all amorphous lumps of clay are oollooted from an
archaeological site and then processed so their surfaces are clearly
visible, it is not likelw that basketrw impressions will be discovered.
There are no amorphous pieces of claw in either of the recently curated
UpperKlamath RiverCanwon colleotions. From the fieldnotos which
acocompanw these two colleotions, it is not certain such claw material was
oollectedinthefield and processedinthelab.
Ground Stone
Rrtif acts of pecked, ground and carved stone totaling 57 whole and
fragmentarw pieces have been recovered from a total of twelve sites.
Theso include mullers. millinostones. postles, hopper mortar bases.
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basalt bowls, portable mortars, hammerstones, rubbing stones, not sinkers,
a steatite ornament, a possible stone bead and groundstone tool fragments.
With the exception of not sinkers, all of these artifact classes are
present in the Salt Cave Project colleotions. Though present within the
earlier Salt Cave Project oollections, shaft smoothers have not been
recovered by Gohr and Jensen.
Mullers are the most common oroundston- tool recovered. The sixteen
mullers. 13 from the Jensen Collection and three from the Gehr Colleotion,
do not indicate their relative abundance within Upper Klomath River Canyon
sites. The field reconnaissonce completed in July 1989 made it clear that
mullers and millingstones, both whole and more commonly frogmentary wore
common on the surface of many of the prehistoric sites in the canyon.
particularly housepit villages. Broken mullors and millingstones
apDarent ly were not collected from the surface of these sites, unlike
projectile points and other formed artifacts CGehr 1986a:4-79). The lower
count of these artifacts relative to flaked stone tools might give the
impression that plant food processing was of relatively little
significance to the prehistoric inhabitants. Clearly, their abundance on
the surface of many of the Upper Klamath River Canyon sites indicates the
importance of plant foods to the diets of the prehistoric inhabitants in
the canyon.
From these two most recent colloctions, the mul lers fit within five
of the six classes of mul lers described by Mack for the Salt Cave Locality
C1983: 59-60); only Class 4 is not present in the Gehr and Jensen
oolleotions. Class 1.naturally shaped river cobbles, have sometimes
been modified by grinding. They can show uniface or biface use and are
usually of fine grained volcanic rock. Class 2 specimens show bifacial use
and are shaped to some degree, being sub-roctangular in profile. Class 3
muI lers may be biface or uniface, being at least partially shaped and
sub-rootangular in profile. Class 5 are all shouldered. unifacial mullers.
usually made of a coarse material such as volcanic sandstone. Class 6
resemble the various shaped, specialized muI lers recorded by
*thnographers and archaeologists for Klamath, Modoo and some Shasta
villaogs. The specific attributes of these classes of mul lers can be found
in Appendix B. Refer to Table 1 for the number and types of mullers from
each site.
The millingstones from the two collections are all the slab type, by
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TABLE

1: GROUND STONE ARTIFACTS
MULLERS
Class 1 Class 2

35KL16
Mfidden
H.P. 14
H.P. 19
TOTAL
35KL18
35KL 19
35KL201
35KL23
35KL25
35KL261
35KL552
35KL554
35KL576
35KL5781
35KL634
TOTAL

35KL1 6
Midden
H.P. 14
H.P. 19
TOTAL
35KL18
35KL 191
35KL20
35KL231
35KL251
35KL26
35KL5521
35KL554
35KL5761
35KL578
35KL6341
TOTAL

MILLINGSTONES
Unidentified
Slabs
Fraprmentsq

Class 3

Class 5

6

13
1

2

1

2

3

6

2

2

1

2

6

3

2

2

2

6

Fragmentay
Groundstone

Pestles

Portable
Mortar

4
4

3
1

1

1
4

8

4

1

5
1

6

1

Class 6

Bowl

Hopper
Mortar

HAR

Blocks

Steatite
Ornam.

Net
Weight

1

3

2

1
1I
9

5

2

2

3

10

- -----
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definition less than 5.0 cm thick, recovered bw Jenson's excavations in
1986. G-hr did not coll-ot mil lingstones but notes in his report thew had
been observed at eight sites in the canwon CGehr 1986a:4-79). The block
twpo, which are over 5.0 cm thick are not present in the Jensen Collection.
The lower number of pest les and stone mortars and bowls compared to the
number of mullors and millinostones in the two collections mirrors the larger
Salt Cave Project collections. Onlw five pestle and pestle fragments have
been recovered, most from 35KL16, and onlw seven mortars and bowls. As
proviouslw noted CMaok 1983: 66-67), it can be difficult to distinguish between
portable stone mortars and stone bowls. To be considered a bowl, the artifact
must be less than 5.5 cm thick, have a convex base with no sudden thickening
toward the base. Using these criteria results in the recategorization of two
portable mortars and two stone bowls. Three hopper mortar bases are also in
the more recent collections.
HAR Stones are the second most common cat eoorw of ground stone
artifacts in these collections. This oateoorw lumps together
hammerstones, anvils and rubbing stones, following Trwgg C1971). A
specimen is included in this catogorW if there is anW surface which clearlw
is battered, irregularlw rubbed, pitted or anw combination of these. Most
of the ton artifacts from this categorw show some degree of battering,
though some specimens with rubbing and/or pecking have been noted.
Burnside and Cannon Cpersonal communication, 1989) have observed a number
of HAR Stones on the surface of sites previously surface collocted,
indicating their total numbers in the present collections likelw do not
represent a proportional sample.
Polished stone in these two collections is represented bw a single
piece of carved and polished steatite, which maw be a ring or other twpe of
ornament, recovered from 35KL25. A possible stone bead from the Gehr
Collection seems to be a small rook with a natural hole near one end which
maw have been used as an ornament; it was recovered from the surface of
35KL18.
Net weights or net sinkers have been recovered from three sites:
35KL16, 35KL552. and 35KL578. These are all small to medium size rooks
which have a groove pecked around the center of the rock. Net sinkers were
not recovered during the earlier Salt Cave Project, though thew were
expected to be found in prehistoric sites from Upper Klamath River Canwon
as thew are known from prehistoric sites within the Klamath Basin and
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further downstream on the Klamath River CLeonhardW 1961; Trwoo 1971).

C-ramics
Verw few ceramics exist in the Gehr and Jensen collections. One shard
of SiskiWou Utilitw Ware was reoovered from a shovel test at 35KL578.
Three owlindrical figurine fragments were recovered-from test units at
35KL25. Jensen observed one shard resembling Siskiwou Utilitw Ware on the
surface of an unexoavated housepit at 35KL16. Siskibou Utilitw Ware was
first described and named from the Salt Cave Project oollections CMaok
1983). It has been described as a crude, light-brown Potterw occasional lw
decorated with fingernail incisions around the inner rims of open,
wide-mouth shallow bowls. None of the sherds recovered from the Klamath
River drainage have been decorated. Though Gehr reports three sherds from
35KL578. the three fit together to form a single, small bodu sherd. The
sherd has a surfaoo color of reddish brown 5YR 5/5 on the Munsell Soil
Color Chart and a core color of red 2.5YR 5/6. It has a grainw surface
texture which is untreated and undecorated, with a dull luster and was 3.5
on the Moh Hardness Scale. It fits well within the examples of Siskiwou
Utilitw Ware previouslw recovered from prehistoric sites in the cancon.
The three figurine fragments also stronglw resembles the cylindrical
fiourine fragments previouslw known from sites within the Salt Cave
Looalitw CMacok 1983). Thew are similar in their characteristics to the
sherds except their surface color runs from a light brown to pink 7.5YR 6/4
and 8/4.
Bone/Ant 1or and Shall
Antler, bone and sholl artifacts are not well represented within the
Jensen Collection and are relativelw uncommon in the G-hr Collection.
Much of the bone and antler artifacts are merelw frooments too small to
classifw or to determine their possible function. Of the five bone tools
recovered bw Jensen at 35KL16. three are fragments. One of the two
classifiable bone tools recovered from Housepit 14, is a shoehorn shaped
object, used most likely as a sweat scraper, lice-killor or spoon, Class
N2 in Gifford's C1940: 161-167. 215) bone tool classification]. These tools
have convex working edges and the entire tool is shaped and polished. This
specimen is a tip fragment. The other tool is a bone wedge. Class 06. This
class has a broad working edge, often made from metaoarpals of
artiodactyls. The Gehr Collection also has many fragments of bone tools.
including several classifiable bone tools. The majoritw of these can be
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characterized as barbs and gigs for fishhooks and harpoons. Earlier
collections from Upper Klamath River CanWon contains several such tools.
Table 2 tabulates the number and twpes of bone tools in each site. The fish
barbs and gigs all fall within five major bone tool classes from Gifford's
and Bonnwhoff's C1950) schemes. The represented classes include Classes
Tlh and T2a, described as bipointed objects, whether straight, bowed or
beveled, which are not perforated. Rll specimens are highlw polished on at
least one surface. Classes Ula and Ulb are pointed, blunt-based objects;
all are flattened or grooved on one surface. Class MM is represented bW a
fraoment which is too small to classify beyond the general class level.
All specimens within Class MM must be shaped and smoothed with a groove on
one surface and a shouldered base.
The single shell artifact, an Olivella Small Ring Bead CBennuhoff and
Hughes 1987). was recovered from 35KL20. It is a verw small, thin shell bead,
4.0 mm in diameter and 0.8 mm thick, slightlw bowed in profile. The hole takes up
almost half of the diameter of the bead CFioure 2a).
Flaked Stone
Flaked stone tools are the most abundant tool category in both the
Gehr and Jensen collections. They were also the most common tools
recovered in the previous archaeological work within the Upper Klamath
River CanWon. Onlw debitage specimens outnumber flaked stone tools in all
three collections. Much of the material can be characterized as
unifacial- used or minimally worked flakes. The remainder of the flaked
stone, aside from cores, have been more extensively worked into various
tool forms. These tools are grouped in this analwsis into primarilw
functional categories, the definition of which considers size, weight,
shape of the whole tool and shape of the working edge. R binocular
dissection scope was used to examine the edges of most tools to confirm
their categorization. Nine tool categories used include projectile points.
unifaciallw flaked tools, scrapers, drills, oravers. knives. bifacial
blanks, cores and choppers.
These categories are somewhat different from those used by G-hr and
Jenson; consequently. their collections were reocategorized for this
analysis. In addition, the criteria thew used for their categories
occasional ly differed from those used here, so tools found in their knife
categorw might be placed with knife. unifaciallw flaked tool or scraper in
this analysis. Examination of their colloctions also resulted in several
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TABLE 2: BONE TOOLS
CLASS
Ale Aid

C

35KI-16
Midden
H.P. 14
TOTAL

D6

N2

1
1

1
1

T~h

T2a

Ula

Ulb

MM

Unclassifiable Tool
Fragments
Total
2
1
3

2
3

35KI-18

3

3

35KI-19

4

4

1

6

35KL25

1

I

1I

35KL26

1I

3 5KL576

11

35KL578
TOTAL

5-

I
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

111

21
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items in Jenson's Waste Flake oategoru to be reocategorized as tool
fragments and unifociall ftlaked tools, and items from Gehr's Utilized
Flake category to be categorized as debitage. Therefore the original
counts for specific oat-eories of tools and debit age from the two
collections are not comparable to the counts of the some material in this
analusis. This recategorization does not necessarilw imply a more
accurate functional assessment of the tools in this analysis; it merelu
allows for a more direct comparison of the flaked stone artifacts from all
three major collections of the Upper Klamath River Canuon.
A total of 95 t wpeable projectile points came from the 1984-1986
seasons. A flaked stone tool is categorized as a projectile point if it Is
bifacial l ftlaked with fairly even margins and at least one pointed end. It
also can be no more than 80mm long and no more than 9mm thick. If any doubt
exists, the specimen is categorized as a bifacial blank or knife. With just
a few exceptions the projectile points represent known tupes. The
projectile points were typed by first rough-sorting them into groups and
then checking them against the criteria used for the projectile point
typologo from Mack C1983) which was partial lW based on Thomas' key
C1970:44-46) and projectile Point type definitions used within the Great
Basin and northern California CBaumhoff and Byrne 1959; Bedwel 1 1973; Cole
1968; Hester 1973). Of the thirtu projectile point types found in Mack
C1983), 14 are not represented within the Gehr and Jensen collections. The
most common point type. the Gunther Barbed. includs almost a third of the
twpeable points. The other fairlw oommon tbpes are Gunther Stemmed,
Desert Side-Notched and the Rosegate Series. Table 3 lists the number of
each type in each site. The attributes used for the projectile point
typology are presented in Appendix C.
Unifaciallw flaked tools include those artifacts with working edges
formed by intentional or use flaking on one surface only. There are 562
tools within this category. The category divides into five classes based
on the character of the working edge, as modified from Pettigrew C1975).
The classification uses the configuration of the flaked edges. There are
five categories listed within Table 4. Because a single artifact will often
have multiple worked edges, the totals in Table 4 represent the number of
working edges not the number of artifacts. This tool category does not
equate with possible function. Without microscopic edgewear analysis it is
not possible to determine the function of most tools, though the
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TABLE 3: PROJECTILE POINT DISTRIBUTION
TYPES

35KL16MNidden
35KL16 H.P. 14
0-5 cm
35KL16 H.P. 14
5-15 cm
35KL16 H.P. 14
15-25 cm
35KL16 H.P. 14
25-35 cm
35KL16 H.P. 14
35-45 cm
35KL16 H.P. 19

GB
1

RSC
2

3

1

1

DSN
4

EGE
5

1
2

EGS
6

SVS
7

CT
8

GB
9

GS
10

AS
11

RSSN
12

1

3

1

1

5

1
1

1

3
1
2

35KL18 Midden
35KL19

RSCN
3

2
2

1
2

35KL20

1
4

1

1

35KL21

I

35KL22

I

35KL25

2

2

35KL26

2

1

1

2
1

35KL55 1

1

35KL552
35KL554

1

2

1

2

35KL555
35KL578

1

CASIS 1198

1

1

1

35KL629

I.
2

35KL633

1

CASIS16

1

TOTAL

30
30

2

2
1

9
9

9
9

11
11

1
I

3
3

13
13

2
2
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TABLE

3: PROJECTILE POINT DISTRIBUTION, CONTINUED
TYPES
ECN
EE
13
14

ESN
15

NSN
16

BRCB
17

HCBA
18

19

2( )0

21

GHL
22

35KL16 Midden
35KL16 H.P. 14
0-5 cm
35KL16 H.P. 14
5-15 cm
35KL16 H.P. 14
15-25 cm
35KL16 H.P. 14
25-35 cm
35KL16 H.P. 14

3545cm
35KL16 H.P. 19
35KL18 Midden
35KL19

1

1

35KL20

1

35KL21

35KL22
35KL25

2

35KL26
35KL 551
35KL552
35KL554

1

35KL555
35KL578
CASIS 1198
35KL629

1

35KL633
CASIS16
TOTAL

3
TOTAL

22

2
2

18

TABLE 3: PROJECTILE POINT DISTRIBUTION, CONTINUED
TYPES
23
35KL16 Mfidden
35KL16 H.P. 14
0-5 cm
35KL16 H.P. 14
5-15 cm
35KL16 H.P. 14
15-25 cm
35KLI6 H.P. 14
25-35 cm
35KL16 H.P. 14
35-45 cm
35KL16 H.P. 19

24

SSN
25

26

SS
27

BLCN
28

MCN
29

E
30

Total

5
5
2

1

8
7
3
1
2

35KL18 Midden

5

35KL19

1

12

35KL20

1

35KL21

2

35KL22

1

35KL25

2

35KL26

11
1

5

35KL 551

2

35KL552

1

1

35KL554

7

35KL555

1

1

35KL578

1

4

CASIS 1198

2

35KL629

1

35KL633

8
2

CASIS 161
TOTAL
TOTAL

22

33

4
4

2
2

1
1

97
97
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TABLE 4: UNIFACIAL FLAKED TOOLS: WORKED OR USED EDGES

INCURVATE
35KL16 Midden
35KL16 H.P. 14
35KL16H.P. 19
35KL16 Total
35KL18
35KL19
35KL20
35KL22
35KL25
35KL26
35KL550
35KL551
35KL552
35KL554
35KL567
35KL576
35KL578
CASIS 1198
35KL629
35KL631
35KL633
35KL635
CASIS16
TOTAL

STRAIGHT EXCURVATE POINTED

1
29
1
31
8
39
10

11
48

19
11
1
3
1
11
2

22
11
1

4
52
4
60
15
44
18
I
34
12
1
3
10
30
4
1
15
5
7
1

59
7
31
7

4
17
2
5

11
3
1

5

SINGLE DOUBLE
MATERIAL
NOTCH NOTCH CHERT OBS BAS.

1
11
12
3
25
7

6
1
7
6

13
10

9
4

2

1

13
1

4
2
1
10
1
1

4
1
6
1

153**

I

I
1
1
1I

I

I

7
56
3
66
12
37
9
I
35
11

8
59
1
68
16
76
27

13
4

I
I
I
I

9
2
6

F

2
1

1

1
2
3

1
3

1

176**

265**

99**

1

I

2
4

54**

1** 1

32
25
1
2
8
48
4
2
18
4
11
2
1

3
1
1
5
2
2

4

1

218* 346*

* Number of tools.

** Number of worked or used edges, not whole tools.

TABLE 5: CORES
BASALT

35KL16 Midden
35KL16 H.P. 14
35KL16 H.P. 19
TOTAL35KL16

35KL18
35KL19
35KL25
35KL26
35KL551
35KL552
35KL554
35KL634
35KL635
CASIS 1198
CASIS 16
TOTAL

CRYPTOCRYSTALLINE

OBSIDIAN

1

6

2
4

6

6

1

1

1

2
1
11
3
1
9
3
1
6

1
1
1

1
1
9

43

5

2
1
3
1
6
1

19*
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configuration of the working edge maw allow an eduoat-d guess as to a
particular tool's function. The pointed flakes maw have been used as awls
for piercing touoh or thick skins, as S-menov C1973) suggested for similar
tools, or thew maw have been used to incise bone. The notched flakes could
have several possible functions: shavers on objects with a circular
cross-section. saws or knives. The various edged flakes are likelw used as
knives. As Somenov's C1973) studw suggests the working edge of meat
knives, whittling knives and fish scaling knives can be exourvate,
inourvate or straight. Some exourvate edge flakes maw also serve as
scrapers. Both excurvate and straight edge flakes are the most commonlw
used within the Upper Klamath River CanWon sites, with pointed and
inourvate edged tools also frequently present. Notched edges are low in
frequency with the exception of a f-w sites.
Basalt, crwPtocrwstalline and obsidian cores are present in both the
G-hr and Jonsen collections. Most are multiple platform cores. Table 5
lists the number and the material of the cores by site. A few core
fragments have been noted within the waste flake and debitage of the two
collections. Ch-rt cores outnumber obsidian cores seven to one.
Chert is also the most frequentlw used material for scrapers within
these two collections. A tool is a scraper if it has a steep-anoled
retouched working edge, of at least 30'. Most specimens are Plano-convex.
but there are also a few bifaciallw flaked specimens. The scraper twpologw
uses the position of the worked edge and its shape, a twpologw based upon
one devised bw Fagoan C1974). All side scrapers fall within Type A. all end
scrapers within Twpe B. oval scrapers within C, and combination scrapers
within Type F. The number following the letter designates the shape of the
working edge in profile. Table 6 gives the numbers and distribution of the
twpes bw site. Typo A2. straight side-sorapers. are the most common within
the two collections.
Orills have been recovered from just eight of the tested sites during
the 1984-1986 seasons CTable 7). Gravers are somewhat more common, being
recovered from thirteen of the sites. Drills and gravers are those tools
with sharp projections which could be used to engrave, bore, drill, incise
or score. Drills separate from gravers bw their diamond-shaped
cross-seotions, which contrast with the triangular, rectangular and oval
cross-sections of gravers. The drills are divided into categories based
upon two criteria: 1) shape of the drill base and 2)length of the bit. All
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TABLE

6: SCRAPERS
TY P E S
A2
A3
B?

35KL16
MIDDEN
H.P. 14
H.P. 19
TOTAL
35KLI8
35KL19
35KL20
35KL25
35KL26
35KL551
35KL552
35KL554
35KL567
35KL578
CASIS1198
35KL629
35KL631
35KL633
35KL635
TOTAL

3
1
4
1
3
1
7
1

1
4
1
1
1
25

B3

C3

Fl

F3

MATERIALS
BASALT CCS OBSIDIAN Argillite

1
2
1
1

3
1

2

1

1
1
2
1
2
3

1
I

1
1
1

2

1
2
1
1
1
9

A2a

TYPES
A2b A2c

2
1

15

1
3
1
5
1
3
1
5

1

2
1
1

1

1

7

2

Bb

Undetermined

1
2
1
1
3
1
4
2
2
2
35

Glass

2
1
3
3

1

4
2
1
2
3
1
3

21

1

1

TABLE 7: DRILLS

Al
35KL16
H.P.14
35KL19
35KL25
35KL554
35KL578
35KL629
35KL633
TOTAL

Ab

CCS

1
1

2

1
1

1
1

1

1
2
1

1

1

MATERIALS
Obsidian

1

1
1
2

1
1
2

2

2

1
1
1
5

I
6
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drills with expanding bases are categorized as group a. They are further
divided bw separating oval from angular shapes. Categorw B comprise
drills with key or T-shaped bases. Gravers are not subdivided in this
study, as a previouslw devised scheme for gravers has not produced useful
results CMaok 1983). As in the Salt Cave Project collections, most
gravers are made of obsidian, while drills are almost equallw CCS and
obsidian CTable 8).
Rn artifact is considered a knife if it has a sharp cutting edge, with
an edge angle of less than 30'. Most edges are bifacial lw worked, though a
few are unifacial. Most knives are shaped, and obsidian is the most
commonly used material. Knives are divided into nine twpes as in Mack
C1983: 201); onlw Twpo 2. stemmed bifaces. are not represented in these two
collections. The shape of the knife is the most important attribute for
determining twpes, with the exception of Twpo 1. vein cholodony knives,
and Twpe 9. flake knives. The oriteria for each knife tWpe can be found in
Appendix D. Table 9 gives the numbers of knives for each twpe from each
site.
The newlv defined McKee Uniface is another flaked stone tool which
must be noted. It was first defined bw Martin Baumhoff C1982); however.
there was no consensus as to its function though it had often been
classified as a projectile point CHonn 1986). Originally, the specimens
from the Upper Klamath River Canwon sites were classified bw Mack C1979.
1983) as scrapers and gravers and not recognized as a unique tool twpe.
Upon reoategorization of the Gehr and Jensen Collections and a reanalwsis
of the scrapers and gravers from the Salt Cave collections, this twpe was
recognized within 35KL18 and 35KL19. All four specimens from the Salt
Cave collections came from 35KL18, Big Boulder Villaoge. The single
example from the Gohr Collections came from 35KL19. The MoKee Uniface may
be used as a time marker in northern California. being restricted in age to
around 3500 B.P. CHenn 1986).
Distributional Analusis
In past investigations of the prehistorw of the Upper Klamath River
Canwon the presence and frequenow of certain artifact types has been used
to contribute to an understanding of the chronologw of the canwon and to
hypothesize site function, possible ethnic identification, and influenoes
from surrounding areas. The distribution of certain artifact types has
been thought to be significant particularly with regard to the
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TABLE 8:

GRAVERS

OBSIDIAN
35KLI16
NMdden
H.P. 14
H.P. 19
TOTAL
35KL18
35KL19
35KL20
35KL21
35KL25
35KL26
35KL551
35KEL552
35KL554
35KL578
35KL629
35KL631
TOTAL

TABLE 9:

2
2
1
5

1
2
3
2
10
4
1
4
3
1

7
1
2
1

2
1
1
1
32

17

KNIVES

TYPE 1
35KL16
Midden
H.P. 14
H.P. 19
TOTAL
35KL18
35KL19
35KL20
35KL21
35KL22
35KL23
35KL25
35KL26
35KL551
35KL552
35KL554
35KL567
35KL578
35KL629
35KL634
35KL635
TOTAL

Ccs

TYPE 2

TYPE 3

TYPE 4

TYPE 5

TYPE 6

TYPE 7

TYPE8

1

1
1

1

2
1
1

1

2

1
1

1

2

2

1

1
2

1

2

2

2
1

1

1
I
2

1
I
1
3

2

1

2
1
2
1
I
2

2

1

5

TYPE9

11

3

1

2
2

10

2
6

12

I
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hupothesized differences between the upriver and downriver site clusters
CGehr 1986b; Maok 1983). Tool twpe differences have also been used bW Mack
C1983) to separate possible Late Prehistoric assemblages at 35KL16 and
35KL18 from the assembloaos at 35KL21. the midden at 35KL18 and Possiblw
the midden from 35KL16. which seemed from the limited number of
radiocarbon dates and time sensitive artifacts, to be older. Differences in
site function have also been proposed, Particularlw bw G-hr C1986b), based
upon the frequonow of certain artifact groups. Jensen used the the
presence or absence of certain stone tools and faunal remains to
hwpothesize possible ethnic affiliations within the Late Prehistoric of
35KL16 and possible changes in subsistence and settlement patterns
within the canwon during the Late Prehistoric Period. The distribution of
several categories of artifacts described above will be useful in
evaluation of the various hupotheses Proposed in the past.
Rmong ground stone artifacts mullers, portable stone mortars and HAR
stones distributions had seemed significant to Mack C1983). Muller Twpe 6.
the developmental muller with clear ties to the Klamath Basin CCressman
1956). had been limited in distribution within the Salt Caves collections
to the upriver sites, 35KL18 and 35KL22. It is now apparent this typoes
distribution included the downriver sites as well. Jonsen recovered an
example of Twpe 6 from Housepit 14 at 35KL16 and Gohr recovered an example
from 35KL26. The presence of portable stone mortars onlw within the
upriver sites from the Salt Cave collections and their complete absence
from 35KL16 also seemed a significant difference to Mack C1983); however,
Gehr recovered a portable stone mortar at 35KL25. a downriver site, which
extended the distribution to both the upriver and downriver site clusters.
The distribution of small, globular HAR stones and slightlw
shouldered and shouldered uniface mullers maW have diagnostic potential.
Mack C1983) notes a higher frequenow of small, globular HAR stones within
the upriver sites; this distribution also exists within the G-hr and Jensen
collections. In addition, it has been noted CMaock 1983) that slightlw
shouldered and shouldered uniface mul lers are much more frequent within
the upriver sites as are unshouldered bifacial mullers. The downriver
site have primarilw slightlw shouldered and unshouldered mullers. This
distribution is also mirrcred within the Gehr and Jensen oolloctions. It
has also been noted bw Maock C1983: 76) that the mullers and millingstones
within 35KL16 are primarily fragments, whereas mullers and millingstones
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are much less fragmented within the upriver sites. This distinction
between 35KL16 and the upriver sites continues to be present within the
Gehr and Jensen collIetIons.
The distribution of ground stone artifact types now seems somewhat
less significant than it did. There may well be a distinction between the
upriver and downriver site clusters in terms of frequency of the small. HRR
stones and shouldered, unifoce mullers; further excavations of sites
within the downriver cluster and upriver cluster may confirm this possible
distribution difference. In addition, excoavation of oonfirmed Modoc,
Klamath and Shasta sites would be needed to test Tryog's C1971)
hypothesis that Modoo sites should have a higher distribution of small.
globular HRR stones and shouldered uniface mul lers.
The originally observed distribution of ceramics within the Upper
Klamath River Canyon has not greatly changed with the anaylsis of the Gehr
and Jensen colletions. One *herd of Siskiwou Utility Ware has been
recovered from 35KL578. This single sherd indicates a possiblity of
further finds of the pottery within the upriver site cluster, but does not
necessarily indicate this pottery to be associated with these sites. The
large number of sherds recovered in 1963 from 35KL16, over 300, stil I
associates Siskiyou Utility Ware primarily with the downstream site
cluster. The three figurine fragments recovered by Gehr all come from
35KL25, a downriver site. It is not uncommon for figurine fraogments to be
associated with Siskiyou Utility Ware CMaok 1986). but figurine frogments
frequent ly exist in sites with no evidence of potterw CMaok 1990) within
the Western Cascades of southern Oregon and northern California.
It seems odd thot the Jensen Collection contains no ceramics, since
his excavations were concentrated within 35KL16. Because Siskiyou Utility
Ware can be very diffioult to recognize, It may have been present within
Housepit 14 and been missed. Rlso. only half of the house was excavated; it
is possible pot sherds if unevenly distributed within the house remain
unexoovated. Jensen did observe a sherd on the surface of an adjacent
housepit CJensen 1987). The results of the arohaeological work within
Upper Klamath River Canyon still
indicate Siskiyou Utility Ware associated
with the single downriver site. 35KL16, and figurine fraogments being more
widely distributed within both upriver and downriver sites. There remains
a possiblility that Siskiyou Utility Ware would also be recovered from
other canyon sites upon further excavation. particularly of housepits.
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Very few bone, ant ler and shell artifacts have been recovered in the
1984-1986 seasons. Only two classifiable bone tools are noted from the
Jensen Collection, both were recovered from Housepit 14: a shoehorn shaped
object. Class N2, and a bone wedge. Class 06. The bone wedge is associated
with woodworking and is not unexpected within a housepit. Several bone and
ant ler wedges have been recovered from Upper Klamath River Canyon sites
during the 1961-1963 seasons. The Gehr Collection contains several awls
in addition to barbs and oigs for fishing. The distribution of the fishing
implements includes both downriver and upriver sites and sites on the
riverand those from higherterraces. This broad distributionindicates
fishing as animportant subsistence activitwforalltheinhabitants ofthe
project area CTable 2).
The single shell bead recovered bu Gehr from 35KL20 of the upriver
site cluster parallels previous results. A few shell beads and pendants
were recovered from 35KL21, adjacent to 35KL20, during the earlier
University of Oregon excavations. Sholl beads have been traded into the
area presumably from further downriver, though their apparent clustering
in the canyon on the north side of the river within the upriver cluster may
indicate another source. The sample is too small, however, to make even
tentative speculations.
The sample of flaked stone tools has been large for all the
collections leading to the use of their distribution as evidence for
several hypotheses and also for chronological placement of sites, as some
of the types can be used as time markers. Among the projectile points the
Gunther Barbed tWpe overwelminglW dominates the collctions and has the
highest frequencw within the downriver sites, partioularly 35KL16. The
projectile point type next highest in frequency is the Gunther Stemmed,
followed closely by DOesert Side-Notched and two Rose Spring Series types:
Rose Spring Contracting Stem and Rose Spring Corner-Notched. All these
point types are time markers for the Late Prehistoric Period and are found
in all the sites within the Upper Klamath River Canyon. All other point
types are found in much lower frequenow.
The influence from the Northern Great Basin upon the Upper Klamath
River Canyon is evident in the distribution of the projectile points; many
of the common types are present, though in relatively low numbers, such as
the Elko Series, Cottonwood Series, and Northern Side-Notched. Influences
from the west, northwest California and southwest Oregon may be
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represented bw the presence of Gold Hill Loaf points, Class 28 CMock 1983)
which seem similar to Borax Lake Corner-Notched or Clikapudi
Corner-Notched points, and Siskiuou Side-Notched. These tupes cannot be
associated with anw Particular ethnic or linguistic group but Just to a
general region. The McKee Unifaoe also indicates influence or ties to
northwest California. It has been found in onlw two sites within the Upper
Klamath River Canwon, both adjacent to eaoh other in the upstream cluster
on the south side of the river: 35KLI8 and 35KL19.
The distribution of the different categories of unifacial flaked
tools is relativelw uniform from site to site with a few notable
exceptions. Excurvate edge tools are the most common twpe in the canwon
and are the most common in all but three sites: 35KL576. 35KL633., 35KL635.
These three have so few recovered artifacts that the samples are too
small to indioate anw significant trends. Straight edge tools are Just a
bit less common than the excurvate edge tools in most sites.
The distribution of pointed and notched tools is not uniform
throughout the canyon. There is a significantlu higher frequency of
pointed unifacial flaked tools in 35KL19. 35KL26 and 35KL629. South Frain
Field. 35KL19, also has a high frequencW of gravers and drills, indicating
the inhabitants at this site, and perhaps also at 35KL26 and 35KL629. spent
significant time boring or engraving bone or other materials. There is a
significant lw higher number of notched unifacial flaked tools in 35KL578,
which also has a fairly high frequencw of incurvate edged tools. Since
notched tools have been associated with the shaping of owlindrioal
objects, often of wood or bone, and inourvate edge tools maw also be used
in similar tasks CSemenov 1973), the inhabitants of this site maw have
spent considerable time manufacturing bone or wooden tools.
Scrapers have been recovered from almost all the tested and
excavated sites within the Upper Klamath River Canwon. Side scrapers are
the most common twpe, particularly those with straight working edges. End
scrapers are less abundant. This reverses the scraper type frequencies
which are noted in the Salt Cave oolleotions, where convex edge.
end-scrapers are the most common and Type R2 scrapers are most frequent lw
recovered from 35KL16. Five of the 16 sites with scrapers have over half
the total number: 35KL16. 35KL19, 35KL25, 35KL578 and 35KL629.
Drills have been recovered from only seven sites CTable 7). Rll but
two of the nine twpeable drills are the expanding base type. The other two
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are Twpe Bb, Kew or T-shaped base drills. One has been recovered from
35KL578 and one from 35KL629. This drill twpo indioates influence from the
Northern Great Basin CMack 1983: 191). Gravers are much more common; thew
have been recovered from thirteen canyon sites CTable 8). One site 35KL19
has over half of the total number recovered, and also has a large number of
pointed unifacial flaked tools, as noted above.
Knives are also found in almost all the tested and excavated sites.
Types 3. 7 and 9 are equallw common and are found in almost every site
CTable 9). Twpe 1. vein chalodony knives, which appears to be restricted
to Late Prehistoric Period sites CMack 1983: 201, 206) have been recovered
from three sites, 35KL16, 35KL26 and 35KL552. That these are al downriver
sites is not significant, since this knife twpe was also recovered from
35KL18 during the 1961-1962 seasons. Rll four of those sites are house pit
villages.
The distribution of the material used for the manufacture of flaked
stone-tools has also been noted CMaock 1983; Gehr 1986b). In general, for
all tool categories obsidian is the most commonlw used material,
particularlw withintheupriversites. CrwptocrWstallineCCCS)increases
in frequenow within the downriver sites; however, obsidian is stil I most
frequentlyusedforproJectilepointsunifacialflakedtoolsandgravers.
Scrapers and cores are the only two categories of tools which are more
frequently made of CCS when all the Upper Klamath River Canwon sites
within the Gohr and Jensen collections are considered as a unit.
Fifty-eight peront of the scrapers are CCS and 75 percent of the cores are
of CCS. The seeming anomaly of an overwelming presence of CCS cores
coupled with a majoritw of obsidian tools can be explained. The
downstream cluster of sites in the Upper Klamath River CanWon include a
chort quarry, making it readilw accessible. In contrast, the obsidian must
be brought from some distance or acquired through trade, making it a more
scarse commodity. The obsidian probably did not often enter the canyon in
the shape of cores, but rather as tool blanks and flakes. Few obsidian
cores have been recovered from canwon sites and the obsidian debitooe from
the canwon weighs less though it has the highest frequenow, indicating
smaller obsidian flake size CMack 1983: 129). The chert, in contrast,
probably entered the sites as cores, whether acquired through trade or
travel to the quarry, since no site within the ocanWon is more than a few
kilometers from the chert quarry. In addition, some CCS materials are
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available as cobbles from the river.
FAUNAL REMAINS

The faunal remains from the Gehr and Jensen collections were also
part of the analysis for this project. The faunal material from the Gehr
Collection had not been classified, so this constituted the first step of
the analWsis. In addition, the examination of the unidentifiable bone from
the Jensen Collection led to some additional classifications. The faunal
material was first sorted into two categories identifiable and
unidentifiable. To be considered identifiable a bone required some portion
of the epitheses. a muscle attachment scar or foramen, if not a complete
bone. Thosepotentiallwidentifiablebones werethen sortedintoprobable
cateooriesoffishbirdreptileand mammal. The mammalwasfurther
divided by size into small, medium-small, medium, medium-large and large.
The colloetion was then token to the Museum of Vertebrate Zoologw at the
University of California, Berkelew, so individual bones might be compared
to bones of known species. Some of the identifiable bone could only be
assigned to class or family, but many of the bones were identifiable to
genus and species. Tables 10 and 11 give the counts of the faunal
collections by site. As with the Salt Cave collection CMack 1983). the
majoritw of the bone is from laroo mammal, artiodactyl. Deer COdoooil-us
IR.) is the most common mammal identifiable to genus level; the second
most common mammal is the ground squirrel CSoormonhilus beeohoui).
Western Pond Turtle CClmmmus mormorata) is the third most common animal
identified. There are also a few fish bones from Catostomus so. and bones
from several different carnivores, particularly muste lids.
The fauna 1 remains recovered from the sites indicate which animals
were important to the inhabitants of Upper Klamath River Canyon. though
the presence of a particular species of animal within an archaeological
site does not noessarilw imply its use as food, clothing or tools CZigolr
1973). For example, the ground squirrel bones in these sites likely
represent the natural death of these animals within their burrows in the
sites. Many of the Spermoohilus bones are articulated and none show
evidence of human use such as charring or breaking. The artiodactyl, deer
and elk, are probably the most important food mammals within all the sites.
The door bone is a7.waws broken up and split. They often have chopping or

TABLE

10: GEHR FAUNAL COLLECTION
SITE
35KL,18 35KL19 35KL20 35KL21 35KL22 35KL23 35KL25 35KL26 35KL552 35KL554 35KL567 35KL576 35KL578 35KL629 Total

Fish
Catostomas sp.
Reptile
Clemmys mormorata
Bird

1

1

I

19
4

1

4
3

5

5

2

Mammal
Artiodactyl
Cervus canadensis
Odocoileus sp.
Cervid
Ursus sp.
Erethizon dorsatum
Mustela
Rodentia
Spermophilus beecheyi
Spermophilus lateralis
Microtus sp.
Mammal--small
Mammal--small-medium
Mammal--medium
Mammal--medium-large
Mammal--large
Mammal--indeterminate
Unidentifiable fragments

4
4
74
51
69
83

1
14
1
28
5
49
46

TOTAL REMAINS

303

152

9
13

2

1
1

1
I

I

5
2
2

2
4

1

30
5
7
1

I
1
1
2

1
4

1

I

3

1
1
1
1
2

19

1
1

10
1
2
9

148
133
87
12

3

25

424

1

2
7

3

2

1
2

1
1

1
3
24
48
37

1
1

6
21
12
8

116

6

56

1

9
6
6
1

55
46
28
34

4

23

180

5

1
1
3
9
1
1
5
43
9
357
316
292
197
1304

w
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TABLE 11: JENSEN FAUNAL COLLECTION

H.P. 14
Fish
Catostomus sp.
Bird
Anas platyrhynchos
Reptile
Clemmys mormorata
Mammal
Cervus canadensis
Odocoileus sp.
Cervid
Artiodactyl
Castorcanadensis
Canis latrans/familiaris
Urocyon cinerargentina
Mustelidae
Carnivora
Spermophilus beecheyi
Sciuridae
Thomomy sp.
Mammal--small
Mammal--small-medium
Mammal--medium
Mammal--medium-large
Mammal--large
Mammal--indeterminate
Unidentifiable fragments
TOTAL FAUNAL REMAINS

H.P. 19

35KL16

MIDDEN

TOTAL

1
4
2
1

1
4
2
1

4

4

2
25
9
22
1
1
1
1
1
17

1
3

1
1
1

I
I
6
5
546
245
83
5
984

2
1
1
6

1
32
54
25
3
120

2
26
9
25
1
1
1
1
2
18
1
I
I
6
6
578
301
109
9
1110
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out marks and manw pieoes are part lI

burned. The small number offish bone

from the colloctions maw not indicato the relative importance of fish
within the diet of the prehistoric people of the canwon. Fish bone is very
small and delicate. It

also does not preserve well within sites because of

its fragile nature. Its recoverw from archaeological contexts depends
greatly upon the recovery techniques used. It is often lost throuoh 1/4
inch mesh screens. which were used during the 1961-63 excavations and most
frequentlY bw Jenson in 1986. In addition, certain species such as salmon
have primarily cartilaginous skeletons which quickly disappear, leaving
no trace of the use of such fish.
Cultural practices maw have also affected the number of fish and
other animal bones within a site. This was particularlW relevant in this
area. It was customarw among the Shasta to pound up fish bone into powder.
which was stored and later eaten CHolt 1947). Door bone was processed in a
similar wao; it was ground into meal and made into cakes to be cooked and
eaten, often in soup. This practice had been reported for Klamath, Modoo
and Shasta COixon 1907; Voegolin 1942; Holt 1947). These faots, along with
the high frequencw counts of deer bone in all the sites, stronglw
suggested deor served as a verw important part of the diet of the
inhabitants of the canyon.
There does not seem to be anw significant difference between the
faunal collections from the different sites. With the exception of 35KL16,
most of the sites have only been tested bw G-hr and Jensen and, thus, have
verw small faunal collections. From what data is avaliable, door is an
important part of the diet in all the sites. Even though fish bone is
relativelw rare, being present within only three sites from the Gehr and
Jensen collections, it is likely careful excavation of any site within the
canwon would produce at least a few fish bones. This is supported by the
founal collection from the 1961-1963 Salt Caves colloctions CMack 1983:

Appendix A).
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FIGURE 2

a. Shell Bead. Type G30
b. Projectile Point Type 24
o. McKee Unif ace
d. Gifford's Tupe C3 Bone Tool
a. Gifford's Tupe Tlh Bone Tool
f. Gifford's Tupe T2o Bone Tool

g. Gifford's Tupe Ul Bone Tool
h. Gifford's Type U2 Bone Tool
i. GiffordIs Type MMlb Bone Tool
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CHAPTER 3-SYNTHESIS OF UPPER KLAMATH RIVER CANYON PREHISTORY
The large number of prehistoric archaeological sites within a rather
short, narrow stretch of the Klamath River known as the Upper Klamath
River Canyon attest to its use for at least 7000 years by people who lived
upon its terraces and exploited the various resources the canyon and the
river offered. Within the Late Prehistoric Period some of the people who
used the canyon's resources lived within the canyon year round in
Pithouse villages, indicated by the faunal remains and artifact diversity
within the village sites; others come for shorter periods of time. During
the previous Archaic Period the canyon was probably inhabited seasonally
by groups of people who moved regularly throughout a larger area,
exploiting the resources of each area when a resource was at its peak. The
canyon and its resources were an important part of their seasonal round.
During most of the prehistory of the canyon its inhabitants would have had
relationships with or would have come from surrounding areas including
the Klamath Basin to the east, north-central California to the south and
southwest, and southwest Oregon to the northwest. The strength of the
ties with these adjacent areas varied in intensity over time. What did not
apparently vary to any degree over time were the kinds of resources
exploited within the canyon. Equal importance seemed to be given to the
gathering of plants, the hunting of mammals and fishing. This was quite
clear from the archaeological remains of the Late Prehistoric Period, but
there was also evidence of the importance of all these resources during
at least the latter part of the Rrchaic Period.
HYPOTHESES TESTED
Several hypotheses have been proposed by archaeological researchers
working with the data recovered from sites within the canyon which leads
to a generalized picture of the prehistory of Upper Klamath River Canyon.
Mack C1983) proposed four major hypotheses as a result of her analysis of
the archaeological data recovered from the canyon during the 1961-1963
seasons by the University of Oregon. These hypotheses dealt both with
cultural diversity and subsistence uniformity within the Salt Cave

I
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Locality.

Mack suggested the Salt Cove Locality had been highly

influenced by cultures of the Northern Great Basin, the northwest
California-southwest Oregon coast, north-central California and
south-central Oregon west of the Cascades. The Klamath River corridor
served as a conduit for the movement of cultural influences, which
changed direction and intensity through time. She suggested that a
cultural or ethnic boundary existed within the area separating the
upriver sites from the downriver sites which seemed to result in a recent
prehistoric boundary between the Klamath-Modoc upriver and the
Shasta-Takelma downriver. It was also suggested that 35KL16, Border
Villooe, may have been occupied by Takelma during part of the Late
Prehistoric Period due to the presence of Siskiyou Utility Ware in the
three excavated housepits. LastlY, it was hypothesized the inhabitants
of the Salt Cave Locality were generalized hunters and gatherers
throughout at least the last 7000 years, giving equal importance to fish,
plants and game. The establishment of semi-permanent villaoes around
R.D. 900 did not alter this pattern. All artifact categories and faunal
remains contributed to the formation of these hypotheses.
Gehr's C1986ab) hypotheses center primarily on the differences
perceived from his analysis between the upriver sites and the downriver
sites. He concentrates upon the recent Late Prehistoric Period data. The
differences are based on the proportions of the five tool groups as
defined by Gehr C1986b) in the sites. He proposes a difference in site
functions. Based also on the information he acquired from a Shasta
informant, Anaraiko, he proposes upriver and downriver site clusters.
Each cluster is hypothesized to include a main Shasta villaoge, a Shasta
burial site, secondary villages and other special purpose sites. Gehr's
third major hypothesis relies on the proportion of obsidian to chert
recovered as utilized flakes and debitage. He suggests obsidian entered
the Upper Klamath River Canyon through one major upriver site. 35KL554
and is distributed downstream from the upriver site cluster. He suggests
ohert moved upstream from the downstream site oluster, whioh inoluded a
chert quarry site, 35KL630, and a major ohert distribution site, 35KL25.
Jensen' s hypotheses center on the prehistory of Border Vil loge,
35KL16, and are based primarily on the differences he perceives between
the housepit he partially excavated, Housepit 14, and those excavated by
the University of Oregon in 1963 CJensen 1987). He proposes a change in the
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subsistenoe pattern and settlement pattern within the Late Prehistoric
Period based primarily on the results of the analwsis of the materials
from Housepit 14. The change proposed is from use of 35KL16 as a winter
villaoe with a focused use of regional resources to a year round use of the
site with a more generalized use of resources. Jensen also proposes
35KL16 was occupied on lI from approximat l R.D. 1000 to a.D. 1500. and
this site did not fal I within the core area of anw prehistoric or
contemporary ethnic group. Rl 1 three investigators proposes the area of
Upper Klamath River Canyon was not occupied on any regular bases after
a.D. 1800.
The results from the recategorization of the artifacts and the
identification of the faunal remains from all three investigations within
the conyon can be used to test these hypotheses. as con the additional
radiocarbon dates and the results of other analyses recent lw completed
from the archaeological investigations within the canyon. The results of
the more complete survey of the canyon also provide a clearer picture of
the extent of the use of Upper Klamath River Canyon. The first hypotheses
to be tested concern the chronology within the canyon.
CHRONOLOGY
Mack C1983) Proposes the use of the Upper Klamath River Canwon
began approximately 7000 wears ago and continues until the historic
period, the permanent house pit villaogs being abandoned bw a.D. 1600. This
idea is based upon the limited number of radiocarbon dates and time
markers recovered from the archaeological sites within the canyon. The
ethnographic data available also indicates the canyon was not the
location of villages of the Shasta, Modoc or Klamath, though ethnographic
and historical data indicate use of the canyon by the Klamath and the
Shasta CSPier 1930; Davies 1961; Heizer and Hester 1970).
Investigations within the canwonsince 1978 provide additional
radiocarbon dates and artifacts useful as time markers requiring some
modification of the chronology proposed by Mack C1983). The complete list
of radiocarbon dates for the canyon are listed in Table 12. The oldest
date remains the 7646 +/-

400 from Stratum I. 35KL21, but the most recent

date comes from a housepit at 35KL20, a date of 100 +/- 70. Because the
site locks historical materials, it remains likely that the site was not
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TABLE 12:
RADIOCARBON DATES FROM UPPER KLAMATH RIVER CANYON SITES
Site
Number

Site
Name

Reference

Radiocarbon
Dates

35KL20

Klamath Shoal Village

(Gehr 1986a)

100 +70, AD 1850

35KL19

Frain South Field

(Gehr 1986a)

210 +80, AD 1740
230+ 60, AD 1720
580 +60, AD 1370

35KL26

Men's Ceremonial Area

(Gehr 1986a)

330 +60, AD 1620
380 +80, AD 1570
400 +50, AD 1550

35KL18

Big Boulder Village

(Valastro et al 1967)
(Mack 1983)

*564+110, AD 1386

35KL16

Border Village

(Mack 1983)
(Jensen 1987)

*580 +120, AD 1370
580+ 100, AD 1370
970..± 80, AD 980

35KL21

Klamath Shoal Midden

(Mack 1983)
(Valastro et aI 1967)

*1009 + 110 AD 941
*1290±+125, AD 654
*7646 +400, 5696 BC

*

Corrected for New Half-life and MASCA Correction Factor
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inhabited after the time of Poter S. Ogden's expeditions in 1827. Rn
examination of Table 12 might leave the impression that the canyon was
used very early, around 7500 years ago, then abandoned for thousands of
years and inhabited again around a.D. 600 until the Historic period. It
should be noted, however, these radiocarbon dates come from only six of
the 45 prehistoric sites within the canyon. When other time markers are
considered this impression is changed CTable 13). The shell beads from
35KL20 and 35KL21 clearly indicate occupation of those sites back to R.D.
100 or even slightly earlier. They include three Olivella Spired Lopped,
one Olivella Round Saddle and one Olivella Small Ring, using the bead
typology in Bennyhoff and Hughes C1987) rather than the sckeme by Gifford
C1947). The Olivella Spired Lopped are not temporally sensitive, but the
other two types can be linked to the Middle Period. Early through Late
Phases. In addition, several of the projectile point types recovered from
various sites within the canyon as a group span the entire 7000 wears.
Particularly important are the presence of Northern Side-Notched,
Humboldt Concave Base a, Gold Hill Leaf and Elko Series points, as
together they cover the time span between 5000 B.C. and R.D. 500. The other
relevant flaked stone tool, the McKee Uniface, dates to approximately
3000 B.C. to 1500 B.C. in several prehistoric sites within northern
California CHenn 1986; Basgall and Hildebrandt 1987). They may be even
older from sites within southwest Oregon CPettigrew and Lebow 1987).
The much higher frequency of time markers and radiocarbon dates
from the Late Prehistoric Period does indicate an increased use of the
canyon around R.D. 900, which can be linked to the development of pithouse
villages for year round habitation within the canyon. Not only does this
represent more intense use of the canyon's resources but also an overall
increase in population. Both increased use and an increasing population
are reflected in the high frequency of Late Prehistoric projectile points
CGunther Series. Rose Spring Series and Desert Side-Notched) and the large
number of prehistoric sites, seventeen with pit houses. Caution must be
used, however, in equating a higher frequency of arrow-size points to an
increase in use or population. The hunting and point curation strategy of
a hunter using the bow and arrow contrasts with that of hunters using
atlatl
and spears, which is likely to lead to a larger number of arrow-size
projectile points per hunter when compared to spear-size points CKing
1989). The chronology of the Upper Klamath River Canyon has been modified
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TABLE 13: TIME MARKERS FROM UPPER KLAMATH RIVER CANYON SITES

Site
Number

Time Marker

Age

Trading Button
Type P26 Saucer Bead

Historic
AD 100-500

35KL21

Mack 1983
Mack 1983

Glass Mountain Obsidian
Siskiyou Utility Ware

AD 400-Historic
AD 900-AD 1600

35KL16

Hughes 1987
Mack 1983

Siskiyou Utility Ware

AD 900-AD 1600

35KL578

Gehr 1986a

Type G3a Olivella Ring Bead

200 BC-AD 100

35KL20

Gehr 1986a

Humboldt Concave Base A
McKee Uniface

4000-1000 BC
3000-1500 BC

35KL18

Mack 1983
Mack 1983

McKee Uniface

3000-1500 BC

35KL19

Gehr 1986a

Gunther Series Proj. Pt~.

AD 250-1800

35KL16
35KL18
35KL19
35KL21
35KL22
35KL25
35KL26
35KL554
35KL578
CASIS 1198
35KL629
35K1L633
CASIS16

Mack 1983
Gehr 1986a
Jensen 1987

Desert Side Notched

AD 1600-1800

35KL16
35KIL18
35KL19
35KL.26
35KL551
35KL.578
35K1,629

Mack 1983
Gehr 1986a
Jensen 1987

Rose Spring Series

AD 600-1200

35KL16
35KL18
35KL19
35KL20
35KL21
35KL25
35KL26
35KL551
35KL554
CASIS1198
35KL629

Reference
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Site
Number

Reference

Time Marker

Age

Elko Series

2000 BC-AD 500
or
5000 BC-AD 500

35KL18
35KL19
35KL21
35KL554
35KL629

Mack 1983
Gehr 1986a

Gold Hill Leaf

3500-2500 BC

35KL18
35KL19
35KL21

Mack 1983
Gehr 1986a
Jensen 1987

Northern Side-Notched

5000-2000 BC

35KL18
35KL21
35KL25

Mack 1983
Gehr 1986a
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from that proposed in Mack C1983) to one which suggests a continuous use
of the canyon from approximately 7500 year ago through the Historic
Period, R.D. 1850. Permanent. year round occupation begins by at least R.D.
900 and continues until approximately A.D. 1800. Rfter that date the lack
of Euro-American artifacts within aboriginal site context indicates at
most a sporadic, short-term use of the canyon by nearby aboriginal groups.
SUBSISTENCE PATTERNS
Subsistence patterns throughout the prehistory of Upper Klamath
River Canyon have been addressed by all

three investigators. Mack C1983)

has proposed the inhabitants of the canyon had a mixed subsistence, giving
equal importance to fish, plants and game animals by utilizing the
resources within the various microonvironments present within the
canyon. Mack C1983) also proposed generalized hunting and gathering
could describe the subsistence activities of the canyon's inhabitants
throughout its 7000 years of use, and this generalized economy did not
change upon the establishment of semi-permanent villages at
approximately R.D. 900. In contrast. Jensen C1987) proposed the earliest
house pits within the canyon were used only in the winter as a result of a
more focused subsistence strategy, and later house pits were occupied
nearly wear round based upon a more extensive use of local resources. His
hypothesis is based primarily on his analysis of the artifacts and faunal
remains from Housepit 14, which was partially excavated, and the data
used in a comparison with the faunal remains and artifact assemblage from
Housepit 1. reported by Mack C1983). He noted a total lack of turtle bone
and only two fish bones from Housepit 14, as well as a lack of bone tools.
in contrast to Housepit 1 in which both turtle and fish bone were
recovered in fair number and which also had many bone tools.
A reanalysis of the unidentifiable bone from the Jensen Col lection
has changed the faunal counts and the bone tool counts for Housepit 14
CTable 2. Table 11). Fish bone has increased slightly to 5.3% and turtle
bone from 0 to 4.3%. In addition, three bone tools were recovered from the
unidentifiable bone: one unclassifiable fragment, one shoe-horn shaped
object CClass N2) and a bone wedge, Class D6. These findings suggest that
the differences between Housepit 1 and Housepit 14 are ones of degree not
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of kind, thus removing the evidence for Jensen's hypothesis. The faunal
evidence from both the Jensen and Gehr collections indicates a

generalized hunter-gatherer subsistence pattern throughout the
occupation of the canyon, with no significant differences throughout the
7000 wears of the canyon's use.
Though Housepit I remains distinctive with its large number of bone
tools and significant number of fish and turtle bones, the explanation
probably does not lie in the direction of differences in seasonal use or
subsistence patterns. It may be linked to status differences between the
residents of this house compared to the others so far excavated at 35KL16
or to the duration of use of this housepit, which had four separate floors

as compared to two at Housepit 16. probably two at Housepit 14 and two or
three separate occupations at Housepit 2.
Evidence for a generalized hunter-gatherer subsistence pattern
also comes from the artifact assemblages at the various sites. Projectile
points indicate the importance of hunting. Knives and scrapers can be
used for cutting meat and vegetable fiber, as well as for the manufacture
of other items made of both animal and plant products. The importance of

fishing is reflected in the presence of a number of fishhook barbs, harpoon
barbs and fish gigs. The use of plant foods is represented by the presence
of mul lers. mil lingstones, pest les and mortars.
Gehr C1986b) hypothesized a difference between the upstream site
cluster and the downstream site cluster with regard to their economic
activities. He based this hypothesis on the frequency of particular
artifact classes within the sites. He assumed certain artifacts indicated
certain activities. His assumptions, however, seem inconsistent with what
is generally thought to be the function of stone tools based upon
ethnographic analogy and edgewear studies. For example, he assumes

typable projectile points indicate a different function than untypable
projectile point fragments. He separates these two into different
functional groups. However, there is no ethnographic evidence to indicate
any difference in function between projectile points and projectile point
fragments found within villages. He also separates utilized flakes from
knives and scrapers assuming different functions for each of these
artifact classes. From Semonov's C1973) work with stone tools it seems
apparent this sort of division does not reflect different uses.
Gehr C1986b) proposes on the bases of his assumptions that sites
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with a high proportion of utilized flakes were likely fish processing
sites. Though there is no doubt that sharp utilized flakes would be
useful for cutting up fish. they would be equally useful for cutting up
meat or shredding vegetable fiber. Gehr relates a higher frequency of
utilized flakes from sites on the lowest river terraces to the importance
of fish processing at these sites. He proposes the sites further removed
from the river on higher terraces and ridges have a lower frequency of
utilized flakes because the processing of fish was less important. It is

logical that sites near the river would be likely areas for fish
processing. Ethnographic information for the Klamath and Shasta, as well
as other ethnographic groups, indicate fish were often processed in areas
near rivers rather than among the houses within the villages: this is

particularly true for salmon and steelheod which were often dried on
racks adjacent to but not among houses. We cannot assume, however, the
inhabitants of those villages on the higher terraces and ridges acquired
fish only through exchange with those living nearer the river. The
ethnographic evidence, such as the joint Klamath-Shasta fishing camp
mentioned by Spier C1930), supports a scenario of families coming to
wel 1-known fishing spots to catch and presumeably to process fish before
bringing it back to their villages. This scenario is also supported by the
presence of fishing equipment such as barbs, gigs and net sinkers within
villages sites located both on the first terraces and on the higher

terraces and ridges.
There may in fact be some functional differences between sites
within the canyon, but there is no evidence to support differences in
subsistence activities of the village sites. One might expect temporary

hunting camps and root gathering, seed gathering and acorn gathering
camps within the Upper Klamath River Canyon in locations where these
resources might be particularly abundant during certain times of the
year. Today, a casual survey of the canyon reveals abundant plant
resources. An inventory and study of the plant resources of the canyon is
needed in order to understand the potential role of plants within the
subsistence pattern of the canyon's past inhabitants.
One other point must be made here. It is likely that some village
sites located adjacent to lithic scatters or midden sites should not be
assigned different site numbers. For example, 35KL20 is a village site
located on the terrace above 35KL21. There is no real on-the-ground
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separation between these two sites. The edges of some of the housepits
are not more than 20 meters from the midden deposit of 35KL21. It is very
likely that the inhabitants of 35KL20 carried on various activities
including fishing and fish processing at 35KL21.
SETTLEMENT PRTTERN
The settlement pattern for Upper Klamath River Canyon to some
degree reflects subsistenoe patterns but differs over the 7000 years of
occupation within the canyon. Gehr C1986b) perceives a settlement
pattern during the Late Prehistoric Period which split the sites into
downriver and upriver clusters. RAs noted above his hypothesis is based on
some questionable assumptions concerning the functions of certain tool
classes and ethnographic information he had received from a Shasta
informant. Mack C1983) also proposes a split between downriver and
upriver site clusters not based upon site function but rather on possible
ethnic differences reflected within the archaeological record. Both
hypothesis use several types of sites within the canyon. These include
large, open midden sites, rockshelters, quarry sites, house pit villages,
house pit hamlets, rock art, rock features, and small lithic scatters.
Mack C1983) reported, and Gehr C1986a) confirmed, some interesting
environmental associations exist for the sites within the canyon. Many of
the sites are located on the first or second terraces of the river, and
many of these are adjacent to shoals in the river, where the channel
widens out and is relatively shallow. Whether on the lower terraces or
located on higher terraces and ridges, most sites are adjacent to small
permanent or intermittent streams or springs. Lastly, because of the
canyon's configuration, all the sites are located on or near the edge of
the two life zones which interfinger in the area: the Upper Sonoran and the
Semi-humid Transition zones. The preference for this combination of
environmental features provides several advantages. The lower river
terraces provide a rather, flat well-drained surfaco on which to live.
which also places a village or camp near the river with its unique
resources. Location near small permanent streams provides a source of
fresh, drinking water and access to a greater supply of fish CChartkoff and
Chartkoff 1975). Location of sites adjacent to shoals and in the area of
mixed life zones provides access to several food sources, plant and
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animal, within a relatively short distance. These advantages would exist
not just for the Late Prehistoric Period but for earlier occupants of the
canyon as well CBaumhoff 1963).
Of the several site types recorded within Upper Klamath River
Canyon, quarries and rockshelters are few in number. Only one quarry site
exists on an upper terrace within the downriver site cluster. It probably
provided much of the chert used by the inhabitants of the canyon. The two
rockshelters seem to have had only minor use over the canyon's
prehistory. Salt Cave, 35KL24, has almost no evidenc, of prehistoric
human use, though the heavy rockfal 1 and guano deposit within the shelter
may be hiding evidence of human use during some period in the past Ct~ack
1983). The second shelter, CRSIS16, was excavated in 1953 and is reported
on here. Its small collection of flaked stone and groundstone tools
clearly tie it

to the Late Prehistoric Period and the other sites within

the canyon. These rockshelters appear to have been used as small,
temporary camps. The small lithic

scatters also appear to be temporary

camps, probably used by small numbers of people during some special
purpose activity such as hunting, epos gathering, seed gathering or acorn
gathering. These sites most frequently are located in the flats or upper
terraces away from the river. Some of these areas today have large areas
of epos or grasses and herbaceous plants, while others support groves of
oak trees. The large midden sites and larger villages most frequently are
located on the first

or second terraces of the river. The few rock art and

rock features are associated with these sites. Often the two types of
sites are adjacent to each other. The midden sites show occupation over
considerable spans of time; Klamath Shoal Midden being the prime example
with radiocarbon dates and time sensitive artifacts spanning 7000 years.
The village sites may all

date to the Late Prehistoric Period. It is

likely the large midden sites were important activity areas during the
Late Prehistoric Period for the inhabitants of the village sites. As
mentioned above, midden areas on the first terraces may have been the
fishing stations and fish processing areas for the vil
vil

loge sites. Some

lage sites have house pits excavated into an older midden component.

Big Boulder Vil lage illustrates this situation with housepits dating to
around R.D. 1400 by radiocarbon dating and a lower midden component dating
to approximately 4000 B.C. based upon the presence of time sensitive
artifacts. The smaller house pit hamlets tend to be located away from the
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lower river terraces. They probably represent small satelites of the
larger villages. They have not been investigated as yet, but surface
artifacts indicate they also date from the Late Prehistoric Period.
The rock art and rock features associated with some of the village
and large midden sites can not all be easily interpreted. Boulders with
cupped rock art, sometimes called "rainrocks". exist at 35KL18 and
reportedly once existed at CRSIS1198 CMack 1983; Gehr 1986a). These
rocks result from ceremonial activity and associate frequently with the
territories of Hokan speakers, including the Shasta CNissen and Ritter
1986). However, two cupped rock art sites occur in Modoc territory, Canby
Bay and Meiss Lake, leading Nissen and Ritter C1986) to also associate
cupped rock art with Hokan-Penutian interaction areas. Rock rings
located at three sites, 35KL20. 35KL785 and 35KL791, seem similar though
not as well defined as rock rings in the Gerber Reservoir area which
delineate summer houses of the Modoc in that area CBurnside Personal
Communication 1989). Presumably, those along the Klamath River also
delineate houses, though none have been excavated. Rook rings are also
common within Achomawi territory CDryer 1988). Another rock feature found
within the Middle Pit River drainage, Achomawi territory, are low stone
walls. One site within Upper Klamath River Canyon also has low stone
walls, CRSIS1198.
Gehr C1986b) proposed the downstream cluster and the upstream
cluster each consisted of a principal village, an associated burial area
and several sites of other functions. This seems logical given the
ethnographic information available. However, it is based partly upon the
assumptions discussed above concerning tool class and function, which
weakens the hypothesis. In addition, Gehr assumes the ten sites in his
sample, as well as, others within the downriver cluster are all used at
the same time. This may well be a false assumption. The archaeological
evidence can not differentiate the dates of occupation for the several
pithouse villages within the canyon beyond the general Late Prehistoric
Period. The time sensitive projectile points such as Desert Side-Notched
and Gunther Series existed for hundreds of years. This is particularly
true for the Gunther Series points. Radiocarbon dates from several house
floors within each house pit village would probably permit a specific
chronology for the Late Prehistoric Period village sites but there are
presently too few such dates to allow such a chronology. Only two house
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pit vil lages hove more than a single radiocarbon date: 35KL16, indicating
occupation spanning 400 years, R.D. 980 to 1370. and 35KL26, indicating
occupation for approximately 100 years, R.D. 1550 to 1620. The only other
dated house at 35KL18, dates to R.D. 1386. which seems to make it
contemporary with 35KL16 but not 35KL26. However, there are 41
observable house pits at 35KL18; since it is unlikely that they were all
occupied simultaneously, the time span for this village may cover the
entire Late Prehistoric Period. Clearly the type of settlement pattern
hypothesis which Gehr proposes wil I require many more radiocarbon dates
from several houses within each of the pithouse vil
confirm contemporalnaity of the sites.

lage sites in order to

Multiple floored houses, such as the ones at Border Village,
35KL16. also will
require dating of the top and bottom floors of a house in
order to determine the span of occupation for each house. Presently, it
can not be determined if Housepit 1 at 35KL16 was abandoned for some
number of years between the occupations respresented by each floor, or if
each floor was built immediately on top of the old.
The information which is available does suggest at least part of

Gehr's hypothesis has merit. From the method of construction identified
and quantity of artifact and faunal remains excavated from the housepits.
it is reasonable to describe these sites as permanent villages and not
temporary or seasonal residences. The debitage from stone tool-making
and tool rejuvenation, as well as ground stone tools on every house floor,

indicates winter habitation. The faunal remains point to spring, summer,
and fall

habitation. The low number of fish bone, particularly salmon and
steelhead, hints at fishing camps and fish processing areas elsewhere,
though perhaps only a few meters away. This would not necessarily mean
the entire family would live the year round in the village. Ethnographic
information COixon 1907, 1910; Holt 1947) indicates it was a common
pattern for many people living along the Klamath River to leave their
permanent villages in the summer or fall

to hunt and gather in the

surrounding uplands. Presumeably the Chinook Salmon runs would keep
them near the river from April through September CKroeber and Barrett
1960; Baumhoff 1963). The movement of people would not empty a village
but the majority of people would leave. The Shasta lived in temporary
camps in the uplands to gather acorns and hunt deer CHolt 1947). Many
tribal groups in northern California and southwestern Oregon had a similar
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pattern CKroeber 1925). Therefore, it is reasonable to hypothesize that
the inhabitants of the Upper Klamath River Canyon exhibited a similar
pattern.

Rt this time the most likely settlement Pattern during the Late
Prehistoric Period for the inhabitants of Upper Klamath River Canyon is
year round living in Pithouse villages. Temporary camps associated with
resource acquisition activities were in the surrounding uplands. Such
sites should be located in areas which give, as nearly as possible, direct

access to a particular resource, and they would not be expected to
contain the complete inventory of artifacts and faunal remains found at
the village sites. Fishing camps and fish processing areas probably exist
near the villages, close to the river's edge. It is possible such fish
processing areas may be found in the middens directly associated with
house pits or in nearby midden areas. Klamath Shoal Midden most likely
was the fish processing area for Klamath Shoal Village and it.as well as
35KL554, may have been the joint Klamath-Shasta fishing station referred
to by Spier C1930).
The evidence for the settlement pattern in the canyon during the
earlier prehistoric use of the area remains limited. Clearly the
radiocarbon dates from 35KL21 and the various time sensitive artifacts
from that site and others indicate the canyon was inhabited back to at
least 5600 B.C. The features and burials recovered from 35KL21 and the
burials from 3SKL1S midden indicate substantial occupation. The faunal
remains associated with Klamath Shoal Midden, 35KL21, point to
occupation of that site during spring, summer, and fall. During these
earlier periods the inhabitants of the canyon seem to have had major
campsites, which may be decribed as base camps on the river terraces to
which they returned during certain seasons of the year over a period of
perhaps hundreds of years. Rs yet there is no evidence for structures
associated with these earlier occupations.

TECHNOLOGY
In general the technology used by the inhabitants of the canyon
over time. The basketry impressions described by
changed very little
Mack C1983) for the Salt Cave Project collections remain the only

P
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evidence for basketry. RA four specimens were recovered from house pits
in 35KL16. AI

were specimens of soft twine basketry, two have been

identified as being constructed of tule and a third is of juncus CDawson,
Person-l Communication 1977). The use of twisted tule with a pitch of
stitch down-to-the-right is reported for Klamath and Modoc Barrett 1910;
Gatschet 1890). It

has been associated with archaeological cultures

within the Klamath Basin and the Northern Great Basin CCressman 1956).
The Upland Takelma and Rchomawi also reportedly used tule in their
twined basketry. The jiunus specimen shows a pitch of stitch
down-to-the-left. The use of iuncus is found among northern and central
Oregon tribes and may be associated with the Upland Takelma. Shasta
twined basketry reportedly was done with pine root, with the pitch of
stitch down-to-the-left.

Using only the basketry evidence from 35KL16

would lead to the conclusion that the site was either Upland Takelma,
Achomawi, Klamath or Modoc. However, this implies the ability to
characterize the basketry of Shasta and Takelma with some certainty. RAs
the discussion in Mack C1983: 126-128) indicates, this in approach cannot
be supported.

Only Klamath and Modoc basketry is well studied and

described. The information on Shasta and Upland Takelma basketry is
incomplete and in the case of the Shasta possibly inaccurate. The
ethnographic information was gathered after the Shasta had lived many
years on the Siletz Reservation on the Oregon coast where their basketry
may have been influenced by Southwest Oregon basketry techniques and
materials CDixon 1907, 1910; Sapir 1907a, 1907b. 1909, 1910a, 1910b. 1922,
Drucker 1937).
The variety and distribution of bone and antler artifacts within the
prehistoric sites of the Upper Klamath River Canyon indicate their general
importance. Rrtifacts of bone and antler were used in stone knapping, hide
preparation, wood working, fishing and as ornaments. Both woodworking dnd
fishing equipment fit
There is little

well within these forested, riverine environment.

difference in the distribution of these tools within or

between sites. The lower two floors of Housepit 1 at 35KL16 has a larger
than expected sample of bone and antler artifacts, which is partly
explained by the large number of bone beads associated with a cremation
within that house. The presence of a carved elk antler spoon associated
with a second incomplete cremation within that house indicates the
residents of this house may have been wealthier and had higher status than
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those residing within other houses at that site CKelly 1930). This house
also had a large number of Gifford's C1940) Class C. gouges. fleshers and
flakers within its bone tool assemblage. This class of tools is assumed to
be used primarily for hide preparation. The large number of these tools in
this house may indicate hide preparation was especially important to this
household. It could be hypothesized that the apparent wealth of this
house was tied to trade in deer hide. Generally, the houses at 35KL16 have
a higher frequency of bone tools than those at 35KL18. The fairly large
number of bone tools Gehr C1986a) recovered from the testing of 35KL26
may point to somewhat greater use of bone tools by inhabitant of the
downstream sites. However, the strata at 35KL21 produced a large
collection of bone tools, indicating they were also important to
inhabitants of the upstream sites.
The majority of the ground stone artifacts were used for food
processing: mullers, millingstones. postles, portable mortars, hopper
mortar bases and bowls. These reflect a strong reliance on plant foods by
the inhabitants of the area. Rside from ground stone artifacts within the
curated collections from Upper Klamath River Canyon, the number of whole
present on the surface of the
and broken mul lers and mil lingstones still
village sites within the canyon support the impression that plant food
processing was very important. The only sites with a low number of ground
scatters. The
stone tools are the midden sites and small lithic
activities during the Late Prehistoric Period at such sites maw not have
included a great deal of food plant processing. The evidence from the
earlier strata from 35KL21 C5500-4500 B.C.) indicates groundstone tools
were not frequently used by the earlier inhabitants of the canyon. This
may be due to a general lesser importance of bulbs and hard seeds for
these earlier cultures or it might simply indicate that food plant
processing was carried on at other locations.
The ground stone tool types have a somewhat different distribution
within the upriver and downriver site clusters, but the difference is not
as great as indicated by the investigation of the Salt Cave Project
collections CMack 1983). Specifically, the Class 6, Developmental
Mullers, have now been recovered from two downriver sites, 35KL16 and
35KL26; previously they appeared to be limited to the upriver sites. In
addition, the portable stone mortar was also thought to be limited to the
upriver sites, but has now been recovered from a downriver site, 35KL25.
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However, there still

seems to be a higher frequency of shouldered and

slightly shouldered unifacemullers and rounded HRR stones within the
upriver sites and a preference for unshouldered and slightly shouldered
mullers and angular HRR stones within the downriver sites.

Rs noted

above, the significance of this difference needs to be tested as it is
based on a hypothesis offered by Trwog C1971) which argued Modoc sites
should show a preference for shouldered, unif ace mullers and rounded HRR
stones.
The largest category of tools within the Upper Klamath River Canyon
are flaked stone tools. Some of the types within the various tool

categories are recognized as being time sensitive and others may indicate
relationships or influences from adjacent areas. The projectile points
include many time sensitive types which also indicate influence from
three areas: the Klamath Basin, north-central California and southwest
Oregon. Though few types within the other flaked stone tool categories
can be considered time sensitive, T-based drills

and McKee Unifaoes do

indicate influences from other areas. These different influenoes upon the
peoples of this area also have been recognized by ethnographers.
Ethnographic studies of the Klamath and Modoc describe their cultural
inventory as a mixture of Plateau, Great Basin and Californian traits

CVoegelin 1942; Hofmeister 1968). In addition, trait comparisons have
linked the Klamath and the Modoc more closely to the Shasta than to any

other group.
The projectile point types found within the prehistoric sites of
Upper Klamath River Canyon paralleled the time range indicated by the
radiocarbon dates and other time sensitive artifacts. Northern
Side-Notched points were recovered from four sites, indicating use of
these sites somewhere between 5000 B.C. and 2000 B.C. Three of these four,
35KL16, 35KL18 and 35KL25, were large house pit villages during the Late
Prehistoric Period, but the presence of Northern Side-Notched points
indicated the sites were used during an earlier period as well. The
presence of Gold Hill Leaf points and Humboldt Concave Base R points also
confirmed use of the canyon sites during this time period. The Humboldt
Concave Base R points were only found within the deeper midden deposits
of 35KL18. but the Gold Hill Leaf points were recovered from four sites:
35KL16, 35KL18, 35KL19 and 35KL21. Elko Series points which may date from
2000 B.C. to R.D. 500 or earlier occurred primarily within the upriver sites,
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particularly 35KL18 and 35KL21.

Only one downriver site. 35KL629,

contained an Elko Series point. The Late Prehistoric Period was
represented by three major projectile point series and types: Rose Spring
Series, Gunther Series and Desert Side-Notched. Of these the Gunther
Series Points overwelminglw dominanted the projectile point assemblage
from all the sites. The large number of Gunther Series points indicated.
along with the number of pithouse vil lages, there was a substantial

increase in the population of the canyon during the Late Prehistoric
Period. The extremely large number of Gunther Barbed points within
35KL16. over 75% of the projectile point assemblage. remained one of the
characteristics of the site which linked it closely to southwest Oregon
and northwest California CTreganza 1958, 1959; Gould 1966, 1972). The
higher proportion of Rose Spring Series, Elko Series. Humboldt Series and
Northern Side-Notched points within-the upriver sites implied greater
influence or cultural connections to the Klamath Basin and by extension
the Great Basin and the Plateau.
The distribution of other stone tool types tend to support this
primarily within the
impression. The presence of Key or T-shaped drills
upriver sites also links them to greater Great Basin and Plateau
influence. The presence of a few corner-scrapers also adds to the

evidence CMack 1983). The artifacts related to an influence from
southwest Oregon and north-central California. in addition to the Gunther
Series points, include McKee Unifaces and vein chalcedony knives. Knife
Type 1.
The raw material used for flake stone tools also requires
consideration. As already noted, obsidian and CCS are the two most
prominent materials, with fine-grained basalt being of minor importance.

Obsidian dominates the flaked stone tool categories with the exception of
drills, scrapers and cores. The reasons for the higher frequency of CCS
for these categories has been discussed above: the physical properties
and the location of a chart
influencing its use for scraper and drills
quarry within the downriver site'cluster. There is a higher frequenoy of
CCS tools within the flaked stone tool assemblages from the downriver
sites when compared to the upriver sites. Their proximate to the chart

quarry no doubt accounts for this difference. Gehr C1986b) hypothesizes
that 35KL554 may be the point of entry for obsidian into the canyon. He
notes a particularly high frequency of obsidian utilized flakes and
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debitage in this site when compared to all others and the generally
higher frequency of obsidian within all the upriver sites. His evidence is
not particularly convincing for 35KL554 being the port of entry, since
there is also an extremely high frequency of obsidian within 35KL18 and
35KL21. Gehr proposes 35KL554 might well be the joint Klamath-Shasta
fishing station. laik'elmi, noted by Spier C1930). Mack C1983) has
suggested Klamath Shoal Midden might be the location of that site.
Gehr's hypothesis includes the idea that the Klamath brought obsidian
into the canyon to exchange for fishing rights. Though this hypothesis
seems possible it does not take into account the obsidian sourcing
information for the canyon sites CMack 1983:263; Hughes 1987). Meager
though it is C20 samples: 17 from 35KL16, two from 35KL18 and one from
35KL21), evidence suggests most of the obsidian comes from the Medicine
Lake Highlands. This source is closer to the sites within Upper Klamath
River Canyon than to the known Klamath village sites. Therefore, it is
just as likely that the residents of the canyon went directly to the
source. One might make an argument for the Klamath bringing obsidian into
the canyon if much of the obsidian within canyon sites was from the
Sprague River or the Warner Mountains, but these sources seem to be of
only minor importance to the canyon residents. Rdditional obsidian
sourced samples from both upriver and downriver sites would allow for a
much better understanding of the source of obsidian for the canyon. The
data at this point indicates strongly that the Medicine Lake Highlands
was the overwelmingly important source of obsidian. Its location to the
southeast of the canyon indicates the canyon residence could have
acquired it through trade with the Modoc and/or Rchomawi or formed
periodic expeditions to travel directly to the source themselves.
The ceramics from the Upper Klamath River Canyon have at this point
the most limited distribution. Ceramic figurine fragments were recovered
from 35KL16, 35KL21 and 35KL25; the vast majority come from 35KL16. The
pottery, Siskiyou Utility
Ware, comes from 35KL16, with the exception of
one shard recovered from 35KL578, and two questionable shards from
35KL18. The pottery is clearly limited to the downriver sites, perhaps
only to 35KL16. Mack C1983) proposes the presence of Siskiyou Utility
Ware within the house pits of 35KL16 indicates an Upland Takelma
occupation of that village, at least from R.D. 1300 to 1500. Continued work
with Siskiyou Utility
Ware has increased the known distribution of the
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Potterw CMook 1987, 1988, 1989a) and the figurines CMook 1990) within the
area of the Western Cascades of southern Oregon and northern California.
Within the Klamath River Drainage. SiskiWou Utility Ware was recovered
from a large campsite near Rogr CNilsson 1988). from a rookshelter,
CRSIS13. where it was first discovered CWallace and Tawlor 1952). and from
the rockshelter within the John C. Bowle Dam Reservoir. 35KL13. The
collections from the two rockshelters together total less than five
shards. At this point the only collections of significant size from the
Klamath drainages are the ones from Roar and the Upper Klamath River
Canwon at Border Vil loge.
Other ceramic collections useful for comparison come from the
upper Rogue River drainages and the middle Pit River drainages. Bw far the
largest number of sites, the greatest number of sherds and the oldest
shards come from sites along the drainages of the upper Rogue River.
These date by radiocarbon to between R.D. 900 and a.D. 1600. If quantitw
and time depth are an indication of origin, then the upper Rogue River
would seem to be the center of Siskiwou Utilitw Ware. The dated
occurrences of the Potterw along the Klamath drainages fall between R.D.
1100 to RD. 1500. There are two known sites within the middle Pit River
drainage which contained small collections of Siskiwou Utility Ware: the
Lorenzen Site. CAMOD250. and a site on Lake Briton. CRSHR386 CMaok 1988.
1989a). These sites have radiocarbon dates which seem to date the pottery
on the middle Pit River to between a.D. 1450 and 1700. These dates suggest
a spread of the pottery southward over a 400 year period from the upper
Rogue River drainage to the middle Pit River drainage. It is no longer
logical to assume all Siskiyou Utility Ware was made bw Upland.Takelma.
as it covers too large an area. Therefore, its presence at 35KL16 maw not
indicate Upland Takelma occupation. However, it is possible Upland
Takelma or related Penutian speakers once expanded into the Klamath
River drainage perhaps from R.D. 1100 to a.D. 1500 and then were pushed out
by the rumored expansion of the Shasta. This would explain the total look
of this potterw within the Irongate Site, which dates from between R.D.
1400 and 1600 CLeonhardw 1961). It would also explain the lack of this
potterw within the Klomath Basin or even the upriver village sites within
the canyon which date to the Late Prehistoric Period.
The presence of Siskiwou Utility Ware in a few sites within the
middle Pit River maw indicate cultural interaction between the middle Pit
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and upper Klamath River during a limited period within the Late
Prehistoric Period. not migration of peoples from the Klamath to the Pit.
Of course, this may also explain the presence of Sisikiyou Utility
Ware on
the upper Klamath. Much more evidence will
be needed to confirm or deny
these two possible hypotheses. Rt this point it still
remains a
possibility that 35KL16 represents Upland Takelma occupation of Upper
Klamath River Canyon previous to its occupation by the Shasta.
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CHRPTER 4-REGIONRL COMPARISONS

To better understand and interprete the data presently available
for the prehistory of Upper Klamath River Canyon. it is useful to compare
the sites, the artifact assemblages and the faunal assemblages with sites
from other nearby areas. The most directly comparable area is the Upper
Klamath River drainage. This includes the river and its tributaries from
the head of the Klamath Canyon near Keno. Oregon, downriver to the
confluence of the Shasta River. a major tributary of the Klamath within
Siskiyou County, California. Comparisons between Klamath Canyon and
major, adjacent or nearby areas examine similarities and differences
between the prehistoric cultures of the canyon and three regions: the
Klamath Basin, the Upper Rogue River, the middle Pit River. Some
comparisons are also made with prehistoric cultures of the Applegate
River and the Upper Sacramento River Canyon.
UPPER KLAMRTH RIVER
The sites closest, geographically, are those within the upper
Klamath River drainage. These sites include the rockshelter, 35KL13. the
Irongate Site, CRSIS326, and the Keno Site, 35KL28. now under the
reservoir behind Keno Dam. Only the Irongate Site has been fully
described CLeonhardy 1961). A brief report was written on the material
from 35KL13 CNewman and Cressman 1959); a preliminary report was begun
but left unfinished on the excavation of 35KL28 CCole 1965). Two of these
sites, 35KL28 and CASIS326, contain housepits which were excavated. The
cultural material from the Irongate Site. CRSIS326. is almost identical
to the material from 35KL16. The single exception was the total lack of
Pottery within the Irongate Site. The two radiocarbon dates for Irongate
come from two floors of Housepit 4. They are R.D. 1550 and RD. 1440,
overlapping slightly the dates for the housepits from 35KL16. The house
structures seem identical within the two sites as noted by Mack C1983).
Also similar between the two sites were the high frequency of Gunther
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Barbed projectile points Cover 60% of the ool lections), figurine
fragments and specialized mul lers CType 6, made of a volcanic
conglomerate). With the exception of the lack of pottery and a lower
frequency of bone tools in the Irongate Site, the two sites are identical.
They both contrast with the housepit site at Keno, 35KL28. The house at
Keno seems closer in form to those at 3SKL18. Though it was not
completely excavated, it was recorded as having a single floor and a pit
excavated from the floor into the strata below the house, presumeably
used for storage. In addition, the frequency of Gunther Barbed projectile
points, 35%, mirrors the situation at 35KL18. Therefore, the Irongate Site
appears similar to the downriver sites in Upper Klamath River Canyon and
the Keno Site resembles as much as can be determined from the small.
incompletely analysed collection the upriver sites in the canyon.
The third site. 35KL13, is a rockshelter now flooded by the reservoir
behind John C. Boyle Dam. The assemblage recovered from this shelter was
surprisingly diverse in terms of artifact class CNewman and Cressman
1959). In addition to projectile points, most of which were Gunther Barbed
and Gunther Stemmed, and approximately 50 unifacial flatked tools, it
contained six hopper mortar bases and mil lingstones, a rubbing stone, a
fishhook or harpoon barb of bone, a graver, scrapers and three pot sherds
of Siskiyou Utility Ware.

Rside from the pot sherds, its assemblage would

match any of the excavated sites in the canyon. It,

therefore, can be

dated to the Late Prehistoric Period within the canyon. If we travel just
a few kilometers upriver from the Keno Site the environment changes and
we enter the Klamath Basin.
KLRMRTH BRSIN
Klamath Basin prehistory expectedly contain s many similarities to
Upper Klamath Canyon, however, the environmental differences effect the
character of the cultures within the basin when compared to the canyon.
These also are reflected within the archaeological record. We should
also consider here the ethnographic information for both areas,
particularly that for the Klamath Basin which is much more complete.
Several ethnographic researchers have grappled with the problem of how
to characterize the culture of the Klamath-Modoc as compared to
surrounding cultural areas. Spencer and Jennings C1965) have classified
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the Klamath-Modoo as Plateau, Raw CRay et al 1939) includes them in the
California area as does Voegelin C1942) and Klimek C1935). Others, such as
Spier C1930) and Driver and Massey C1957), oppose classifying the Modoc as
Californian. Kroeber C1939) suggests the Klamath-Modoc should be within
the Great Basin cultural area. Rfter completing a statistical analysis of
14 Plateau and Californian groups. Hofmeister C1968) concludes the
Klamath-Modoc are more similar to the California cultural area than the
Plateau. Reetz C1949) suggests some house construction traits
associated with northwestern California diffused from the Klamath. He
suggests these traits would also be found among houses from the northern
and western Great Basin during wetter periods. Therefore, we should not
be surprised to find the archaeological record for the Klamath Basin a
mixture of cultural traits associated with the Great Basin, the Plateau
and California. This is probably best illustrated by projectile point
typology within Klamath Basin sites.
The projectile points from the Klamath Basin sites fall

into point

typologies associated with the Great Basin as well as point types
associated with northern California and southwest Oregon. The types
could also be classified using Plateau point typologies, as Sampson
C1985) noted, but this is not generally done. The importance of this
problem surrounds the practice of using point types for estimating the age
of sites within the basin. The typology used may effect the resulting
estimated dates. This problem has been noted by Sampson C1985) and by
Basgall and Hildebrandt C1987). If the dates normally associated with
certain point types, such as Elko Series points in the Great Basin, do not
seem good temporal markers it

seems wise at this point to ignore such

types for dating purposes.

seems clear that certain point types from

It

the Plateau, Great Basin and northern California-southwest Oregon have
valid temporal associations within the Klamath Basin: Gunther Series.
Desert Side-Notched and Northern Side-Notched as examples. Therefore, we
can confidently use these point types as temporal markers within Upper
Klamath River Canyon as well.
Scientific archaeological investigations were begun in the Klamath
Basin from 1938-1940 by Luther S. Cressman. Previous to his work the only
recorded excavations in the basin had been done by J. Carlisle Crouch, a
chief ranger at the Lave Beds National Monument.

He and his crew

excavated Fern Cave CCRMOD17) CCanfield and Crouch 1936). From 1938-1940

I-
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Cressman made test excavations and surface collections at two sites:-the
Narrows CCRSIS257) and Laird's Bay CCRSIS230). In addition, Cressman
studied an extensive collection by Mr. and Mrs. Frank Payne, collected
from these two sites. From the analysis of the artifacts and their
geological associations Cressman, tentatively proposed three cultural
horizons for Lower Klamath Lake CCressman 1940. 1942).
The oldest cultural component was represented primarily by the
oolleotion from the Narrows Site. Some of the material was in situ but
most of it was from the Payne Collection. Fossilized bone points, heavily
weathered manos, utilized flakes and projectile points seemed associated
with fossilized mammal bones, some from extinct species. The projectile
points included several large side-notched points, which could be
considered Northern Side-Notched and Elko Side-Notched, and a few Lake
Mojave and Humboldt types. This horizon was estimated to date to roughly
5500 B.C.. which matches dates for similar assemblages from sites in the
Northern Great Basin, such as Fort Rock Cave.
The second horizon was represented primarily by artifacts from
CRSIS230. Many of the artifacts were recovered insitu. though many were
from the Payne Collection. The artifacts included: bone tools; manos,
including a few which may represent a developmental stage of the
two-horned muller, possibly indicating early specialized lakeside
adaptation; a drilled human skull; a drilled tuffaceous disk; and, several
projectile points typeable to Northern-Side Notched and Elko Series.
Cressman estimated the date for this horizon to be 2000 B.C.
The most recent horizon was considered historic. The projectile
points were all small side and corner-notched varieties, which could be
classified as Rose Spring Series, Gunther Series, Desert Side-Notched and
Cottonwood. The sites contained groundstone pipes, special wocus mullers
and grinding slabs, mortars and pestles, shell beads and a variety of
flaked stone artifacts.
In conjunction with Creasman's report on Lower Klamath Lake, Heizer
C1942) reported on two sites along the southeast shore of Tule Lake. The
artifacts included small projectile points, mammal bone, bird bone, shell and
seed beads, and basketry. The material represented the recent prehistoric
period. Heizer attributed it to Modoc occupation. However, Cressman's
analysis of the basketry from these sites casts doubt on Modoc origins for the
cave materials and the burials CHeizer 1942).
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The second arohaeologioal investigation in the Klamoth Basin was
also directed by Cressman along the Spague and Williamson Rivers just to
the northeast of Upper Klomath Lake CCressman 1956). Many sites were
excavated or tested; Medicine Rock Cave C35KL8). Kawumkan Springs Midden
and house Pits C35KL9). and six housepit sites 35KL1 through 35KL7, 10.
11, and 12. Medicine Rock Cave was used intermittentlw from a unknown
date before the eruption of Mt. Mazama, 6500 B.P.. until historic times. It
was not used by the Klamath historical ly who avoided it because of
religious beliefs. It

seemed to be used seasonally during the fish runs,

there being a great deal of fish bone and mussel shell in the debris.
Kawumkan Springs Midden was occupied previous to the housepit sites,
originally estimated to date from 5500 B.C. but more recently determined
to date from 3000 B.C. CRikens and Minor 1978). The housepits from the two
rivers date to the proto-historic and historic Klamath occupation of the
area. Cressman felt the artifacts from the housepits and Kawumkan
Springs Midden showed a continuity in stone working traditions.
Unfortunately. the strata at Kowumkan Springs were mixed and did not

produce a clear cultural sequence.
Cressman's research in the basin had two major concerns. He wished
to show a detailed cultural sequence for the occupation of Klamath Basin.
and he wished to understand the relationship of that sequence to the
Northern Great Basin cultural sequence. He did produce a detailed
description of Klamath material culture in the historic and
proto-historic period. He could not link it positively to the older
assemblage at Kawumkan Springs. He did recognize that early in the

occupation of the basin people began to specialize in the exploitation of
the available food resources. For the earlier periods he described the
subsistence pattern as being similar to that of the Northern Great Basin
with the additional use of some fish. This was followed by a period in
which mammals were less important in the diet and the main dependence
shifted to fish. At the same time, exploitation of wocus began to become
important as evidenoed by special mullers. Woous exploitation became
even more effective in later periods. Basically, the more abundant
environment of the Klamath Basin allowed an early specialization based

on fish and wocus, separating the cultural development of this area from
the Northern Great Basin.
In the mid-1950's further work was done around Lower Klamath Lake
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and Tule Lake. The primary investigators were R.J. Squier and G.L. Grossoup
C1952. 1954). From the data collected, Squier C1956) Proposed three
phases within Cressman's "Historic" Horizon. The most recent was named
the Tule Lake Phase and was characterized by small projectile points,
including Desert Side-Notched, large obsidian blades, twined basketrW,
bone tools, mammal bone, bird-bone, shell and pine-nut beads, hopper
mortar bases, thin grinding slabs, a few portable bowl mortars and
cremations. The next phase. Gillem Bluff, was stratigraphically below the
Tule Lake Phase in rooksholter sites, but had a sparse artifact inventory.
The oldest phase was called Indian Bank and was only found at the open
sites of Lower Klamath Lake. Squier considered it possible that the
Gillum Bluff inventory was simply a restricted assemblage of the Indian
Bluff Phase which is characterized by large projectile points, flexed
burials, stone mauls, ant ler wedges, olivel la shell beads, bird bone
whistles, bone pins and pendants, tubular stone pipes, portable bowl
mortars and a few thin grinding slabs. Squier noted a strong California
influence, rather than Northern Great Basin for this phase.
B.K. Swartz, Jr. C1961,1964) surveyed and then excavated four sites
in the Tule Lake area in the early 1960's. Hewas able to divide the
occupations of the large village site, the Peninsula Bay Site CCRSIS101)
into four major components. The most recent was historic, including rock
fortifications and artifacts from the Modoc War. The housepits from the
site were Component III,

and he considered them to be the remains of the

historic Modoc village of Gumbat CSwartz 1964). Component III

was

distinguished from the others by the presence of small projectile points,
including some Desert Side-Notched, grinding slabs, hopper mortar bases,
palettes, circular rubbing stones, flanged tubular pipes, bone whistles
and dice, twined basketry, housepits and cremations.
The midden deposits were divided into Component I and II

and were

assumed to be earlier than the housepit materials. Component II was
represented by Humboldt Concave Base projectile points and by corner and
side-notohed points. The component also included bowl mortars,
deep-basined mortars, hopper mortar bases and grinding slabs. The primary
method for disposal of the dead was secondary burial in cairns. Large,
thick lanceolate points were the only distinguishing artifact of
Component I.
Swartz C1964) organized the components into three phases which he
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compared to those of Cressman C1940) and Squier C1956). His earliest
components were comparable to Cressman's Laird's Bay Horizon. which
Swartz split into two phases. His Component II was placed into Squier's
Tule Lake Phase. The only radiocarbon date for the Pennisula Bay site was
from a house beam, dating Component III

to R.D. 803+/- 160. This date

unfortunately does not seem compatable with the Tule Lake Phase or a
historic Modoc village.
Another large midden site, this one on Lower Klamath Lake, the
Merriman Site CCRSIS258), was salvaged by a crew from the University of
California. Davis CJohnson 1966). The midden had no apparent physical
stratigraphy and was reported to have a rather uniform assemblage of
artifacts. Because of the presence of both cremations and flexed burials
in the site, each localized in different areas, it
had two components, both of which would fall

seemed likely the site

into the early Tule Lake

Phase. There was a complete absence of historic debris and Desert
Side-Notched points. The most abundant faunal remains were fish bones,
followed by large mammal and waterfowl bones. Plant processing
equipment was also present. Johnson notes the subsistence activities of
the inhabitants of the Merriman Site were adapted to a lakeside
environment.
In 1971, an archaeological survey of the Lava Beds outside of the
monument was completed, locating 166 prehistoric and historic sites, the
vast majority chipping stations CFox and Hardesty 1972). It was concluded
that the interior of the Lava Beds may not have been used until the recent
prehistoric period. It was noted the Lava Beds, though historically within
Modoc territory, may have been used frequently by Rchomawi until the late
1700's. In a later article on the same material, Hardesty and Fox C1974)
reiterated their opinion that the Modoc had moved into the Tule Lake area
as late as 1780.
The presence of people within the Klamath Basin was extended back
by excavation of CRSIS342 in Butte Valley CJensen and Farber 1982). The
projectile point types dated the site to between 10,500 and 7,500 B.P. The
point types resemble those from the lower levels of Cougar Mountain Cave
and Lake Parman. The most recent types resemble Hasket points. The
projectile points and other flaked stone tools indicated the site had been
used as a hunting camp.
One of the most interesting, but internally complex sites within the

-711P
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Klamath Basin, Nightfire Island. was exoavated in the early 1960's. Its
final analysis and interpretations were not published until the 1980's
CJohnson 1969,Sampson 1985). The major focus of the interpretations dealt
with questions as to whether the site's occupants over its seven thousand
year prehistory had to learn how to fully and effectively exploit the
lakeside environment or had thew come to the site around 4500 B.C. alreadw
knowledgeable in the nuances of exploiting a marshw. lakeside

environment. This question was not resolved; however, there were
indications that the early occupants of Nightfire Island were not experts
at utilizing lake-marsh resources. By extension this perspective might
apply to the entire Klamath Basin and, as Rikens C1985) has noted, likely

applies to the use of the lake-marsh environment of the Great Basin as
well. Initially

the site was a temporary camp apparently for the capture

of waterfowl, but other activities also were carried on simultaneouslu.
particularly hunting of terrestrial mammals.

It was not until

approximately 3000 B.C. that the site was used as a permanent village. The
site was abandoned, then reestablished as a village, and abandoned again.

Its use during the more recent period apparently shifted away from a
semi-permanent village to a more special use site. The last occupation
appeared to be a fish camp. Rs to the question of lake-marsh exploitation,
there seems no doubt bw 600 B.C. the occupants knew how to effectively

exploit the lake-marsh environment. Before this time there was no clear
indication of the degree of expertise of the occupants though the earliest
inhabitants certainly seemed to lack the equipment and the knowledge to
catch anything but easily caught coot. Two points of contrast between
Nightfire Island data and the data recovered by Cressman at Kawumkan
Springs was the almost total lack of anw indication of the use of fish until
600 B.C., and the lack of any development of specialized mul lers signaling
the use of wocus throughout the entire history of the site. These
differences, of course, may have stemmed total ly from the more
specialized use of Nightfire Island; however, its use as a semi-permanent
vil lage from 3000 B..C. to 600 B.C. indicates differences in lake-marsh
adaptation within the Klamath Basin before 600 B.C.
Two sites more recent ly excavated within the basin reiterate the
use of special camps or stations within the more recent prehistoric
period. Sheepw East 1 CMcGuire 1985) on Lower Klamath Lake dates from
approximately R.D. 700 to R.D. 1400. The main activities performed on at
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the site were fish procurement and antelope hunting; each done presumably
at different times of the year. The site does not appear to be a habitation
site. a second site. Coyote Hills Rockshelter. has also been described as
a temporary camp with only flaked stone tools and terrestrial faunal
remains CSlettelland 1984). This site was dated by radiocarbon to R.D. 865.
This pattern of special use camps or stations presumably tied to
permanent villages mirrors the ethnographic situation for the Modoc. This
would seem to be a pattern present within at least the southern portion of
the Klamath Basin for the last 1500 years. Before that time the pattern
may have been one in which groups moved base camps throughout an area
exploiting resources as they become available. The Modoc pattern used
both a winter and summer village tied to stations or special purpose
camps CRay 1963). This was not the pattern for the Klamath who had a
single permanent village and special purpose camps.
One additional question must be addressed for Klamath Basin
prehistory. the role of trade relationships. Trade within the basin and
between its tribes and those outside the basin have been recorded within
the protchistoric and historic period. Modoe-Klamath trade was
especially important after 1835 when it centered on slaves and horses.
However, it is clear that trade in obsidian and even finished manufactured
products have moved through the basin both from the west and the south.
Though Modoc were constant ly at war with Shasta and Rchomawi. they still
maintained trading relationships. Shells and Shasta bows were traded by
the Modoc to the Aohomawi, even though the Rohomawi had direct trading
relationships with Shasta, trading obsidian for shells. The presence of
shell in the form of ornaments is clearly evident very early within the
Klamath Basin sites. Some of that shell presumably came up the Klamath
River. However, the small amount of shell ornaments from Upper Klamath
River Canyon sites, seemingly limited to the Middle Period, would indicate
the Modoc and Klamath receiving shell ornaments from other sources than
the inhabitants of the canyon at least within the period from about a.D.
800 until contact.
UPPER ROGUE RIVER
Within southwest Oregon, primarily the upper Rogue River drainages,
archaeological investigations also began in the 1930's by Luther Cressman
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C1933a, 1933b). Between 1930 and 1932 he supervised the excavations at
the Gold Hill Burial Site. The site included thirty-nine burials and over
twenty-five occupation areas and workshop areas. The occupations and
burials covered a considerable period of time. Many of the burials
contained large obsidian blades; others were buried with shell and pine
nut beads. Cressman C1933a, 1933b) noted that many of these items were
found among the tribes of Northwest California. Clearly the grave goods
indicated relationships between people along the Rogue River to cultural
groups to the east Cobsidian), south Cpine nut beads) and west CshelI
beads). More recent work within the upper Rogue River drainage basin have
not changed the impressions made by the work at Gold Hill. The Ritsch Site
C35J04) was salvaged in 1976 CWilson 1979). revealing three circular
house pits. The site had two components; the most recent dated by
radiocarbon to A.D. 1500, the older to approximately R.D. 500.
Several archaeological projects along Lost Creek and Elk Creek
within the last twenty years have greatly enlarged the understanding of
the prehistory of the upper Rogue River. The Lost Creek Project was
conducted between 1966 and 1972 CCole 1966; Davis 1968a, 1968b. 1970,
1974). Several sites were tested, allowing Davis to propose a tentative
cultural chronology for the area. The earliest occupation. Phase I, was
found above a presumed Mazama Ash deposit and dated to 4000 B.C. The Gold
Hill Leaf point was associated with this phase. Phase II was associated
with side-notched points, keeled end scrapers and milling stones. Phase
III,

with a beginning date of 1000 B.C., was characterized by mortars and

pest les, micropoints or Lingo points and triangular, stemmed points.
Phase IV, the most recent prehistoric occupation dated fromR.D. 1400 to
R.D. 1850. It

is associated with hopper mortars and Gunther Barbed points.

Throughout these phases hunting and seed processing were important
subsistence activities and fishing is assumed to be important CDavis
1974).
a second large project was begun on Elk Creek in 1973 and has

continued into the present. Rn extensive excavation phase of the Elk
Creek Project was completed in 1986 CPettigrew and Lebow 1987). The
excavation of three sites permitted some interesting hypotheses for the
prehistory of the upper Rogue River drainage and southwest Oregon as a
region. A proposed regional chronology for southwest Oregon was based
upon archaeological data from the Rogue River drainage and the Middle
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Fork of the Coquille River. The chronology has one stage and four phases.
two of which include subphases. The oldest is the "Paleo-Indian" Stage
identified by the presence of fluted points. The next chronological unit
in the sequence, the Rpplegate Phase, dates roughly from 8500 to 6500 B.C.,
and it

is represented by only one site on the Rpplegate River. It

is

characterized by square-base lanceolate points and edge-faceted
cobbles. The third phase. Marial, is divided into two subphoses: Marial 1,
dating from 6500 to 3500 B.C. with an assemblage dominated by very large
willow leaf points and edge-faceted cobbles and Marial 2, 3500 to 2500
B.C. , which shows a decline in edge-faceted cobbles and an increase in
large willow-leoaf points and straight base side-notched points.
End-scrapers are very numerous in both subphases, as is a heavy use of
obsidian; the McKee Uniface also associates with these subphases. The
Coquille Phase dates from 2500 to 250 B.C., dominated by a point type known
as a Coquillo Stem Broad Base and medium willow-loaf points. There is
also a dramatic decline in obsidian consumption. The most recent phase,
the Rogue, dates between 250 B.C. and the historic period, and it is divided
into three subphases and one period. In general this phase has a high
number of narrow-necked projectile points assumed to be arrow points, a
low number of end scrapers and a low consumption of obsidian.
The Rogue 1 subphose is characterized by Coquille Stem Narrow Base
points, which could be labeled Gunther Stemmed, and the limited presence
of two other point types named Elk Croek Square Barbed and Small Willow
Leaf. The Rogue 2 Subphase is dominated by Rogue River Barbed, which could
be labeled Gunther Barbed. It dotes from R.D. 350 to contact. R special
Ceramic Period within some sites of this subphase dates to R.D. 900 to 1500
and is marked by the presence of Siskiyou Utility Ware within the Elk Creek
drainage. The last subphase, Rogue 3, is the post-contact period, with
sites containing Euro-Rmerican trade goods.
Pit house villages seem to be restricted to the Rogue Phase with
the possible one exception of a house pit within a site on the Rpplegate
River. The houses within the Elk Creek sites are circular with a central
firepit; however, one rectangular house floor was uncovered. From the
faunal remains and the range of activities indicated by the tool
assemblage within the houses it was proposed these were occupied year
round. The faunal remains indicated the importance of elk and deer; while
the groundstone tools and some floral remains indicated the importance of
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plant foods. The importance of fish was assumed, though there is no direct
evidence. The use of Medicine Lake Highland obsidian changes through time
possibly indicating the greater difficulty in acquiring it from the
Klamath River peoples. Sites furthest from the confluence of Elk Creek
with the Rogue have evidence for the acquisition of obsidian from the
Klamath Basin CPettigrew and Lebow 1987).
MIDDLE PIT RIVER
Along the middle Pit River there have been many archaeological
surveys but few extensive excavations. Within the Lake Britton, Big Bend
and Pit River Canyon Localities there were seven archaeological projects
between 1952 and 1969, which recorded 94 sites and included limited
testing of twelve CJohnson 1982). These studies were primarily concerned
with settlement pattern and site locations. most of the sites were fairly
large middens, but there were 28 housepit sites, which had from one to
thirty-three housepits. These sites were well located for the
exploitation of salmon runs below the Pit River Falls. mussel beds within
the Pit River, oak and digger pine. Recently, more extensive testing and
excavation within the Lake Britton Locality have greatly expanded the
understanding of the prehistory of this area. The first phase consisted of
an expanded survey of the Lake Britton Locality CPeak & Associates 1984).
This was followed by a testing phase which resulted in a cultural
chronology for the area CKelly et al 1987).
The cultural chronology for Lake Britton is characterized solely by
projectile point types and associated radiocarbon dates within the area.
Period I dates from 5000 to 3000 B.P. and is characterized by Northern
Side-Notched points and other medium to large side-notched points. Elko
Series points characterize Period II, dating from 3000 to 1200 B.P. Period
III

is characterized by Rosegate and Gunther Series projectile points.

dating from 1200 to 500 B.P. The most recent period, Period IV dates from
500 to 100 B.P. with Desert Side-Notched points and the continuation of
Gunther Series points. There are house pit villages, large midden sites,
small midden sites. lithic scatters and burials on the terraces of the Pit
River throughout this area. It was noted the largest villages seem to be
on the first terrace with small house pit clusters on higher terraces
often direct ly above the first terrace sites. The village sites indicated
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Wear round occupation with the use of a variety of resources including
salmon, doer, mussels and plant foods. Two of the sites investigated in
this area had specimens of Siskiyou Utility Ware. R small assemblage
comes from a tested area of CRSHR386 CKelly et al 1987). The context of
these specimens was dated by radiocarbon to R.D. 1710, but the sherds are
in the bottom of a pit and could be mixed with more recent material. If
this is an accurate date, it is the most recent example of Siskiwou Utility
Ware within the Western Cascades.
Further upstream on the Pit River there have been archaeological studies
Hot Springs Valley and Big River Localities.
in the Fall River Valley. Little
Most of those were surveys without excavations. Two sites were tested in Fall
River Valley: the Cal lison Site CCRSHR52) and the MacRrthur Swamp Site
CCRSHR162). Both were large village sites with several housepits and heavy
deposits of freshwater mussel shell in deep middens CJohnson 1982). The
Cal lison Site also contained several burials, which were accompanied by
pine-nut beads, shell beads and ground stone slabs. The data from this site has
never been analyzed and reported upon.
The Lorenzen Site CCRMOD250) was excavated in 1960 CBaumhoff and
Johnson 1968). It is a large housepit village with an associated deep
Hot Springs Valley. The projectile point sequence
from the Lorenzen Site was used to give archaeological evidence for the
Palaihnihan culture history described by Baumhoff and Olmstead C1963,
1964). Their proposed projectile point sequence indicated the site had
been used from Early Horizon to the recent period by people with cultural
midden within Little

ties to Northern and Central California, rather than to the Northern Great
Basin. This site also contained Siskiyou Utility Ware, here dated to
approximately R.D. 1400.
RPPLEGRTE RIVER RND UPPER SRCRRMENTO RIVER CANYON
Though not in areas adjacent to the Upper Klamath River Canyon, two
other area should be briefly discussed when considering the larger
regional setting of the Upper Klamath River prehistory; these are the
Rpplegate River drainage and the upper Sacramento River canyon. The
Rpplegate data is relevant, because house pit sites investigated can be
compared to the Upper Klamath structures. Some of the projectile point
sequence may also have some relevance.
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The cultural chronology for the Rpplegate River covers at least the
last 8000 years. The earliest site in the area 35JR53, a seasonal base
camp for hunting and gathering. seems to represent what has been
described as a pioneering population CBrauner and Nisbet 1983). Its date
of 8000 B. P. was determined from projectile point types and geological
context. Unfortunately, the cultural sequence from the Applegate River
lacks radiocarbon dates and must rely on projectile point typo logy and
geological context for its chronology. Though some grinding slabs and
ground cobbles exist within this earliest component, these tools and
other grinding tools, such as mortars, become prominent with the following
components. The sequence goes from an early period into the protohistoric
period. House pits were associated with the Late Prehistoric period by
Brauner and Nisbet C1983); however, Pettigrew and Lebow C1987)
reevaluated one of the house pit sites, 35JR47, suggesting the projectile
points and McKee Unifaces on the floors indicated these house pits dated
to a much earlier period. The house pits were circular, about S m in
diameter and constructed with floors 70-80 cm below the rim. There is a
central fire hearth area but no well defined fire pit. There is the
possibility of roof supports of stone on the house floors. There were two
fired clay figurines found within a component directly below the house
floors. These seem similar to those found within the Western Cascades
(Mack 1989b). If the two figurines are from a component older than the
house floors, the floors probably do not date to the Marial Phase as
suggested by Pettigrew and Lebow C1987). The earliest components do not
compare to any components from the Upper Klamath River Canyon. However,
the components dating to what Pettigrew and Lebow C1987) label the Marial
2 subphase do contain similar projectile points: Gold Hill Leaf and McKee
Unifaces. The Late Prehistoric components share projectile point types:
Gunther Series and Desert Side-Notched. The protohistoric house pit site
with evidence of a rectangular house and Euro-American items does not
have a comparable assemblage on the Upper Klamath River.
The recent work within the Upper Sacramento River Canyon gives a
cultural sequence for an area of northern Californa. Basgall and
Hildebrandt C1987) distinguish three phases, two of which overlap
temporally. Indications for an early occupation are better confirmed at
Squaw Creek CClewett 1977, Clewett and Sundahl 1983). The earliest
components within the canyon are termed the Pollard Flat Phase, dating
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from 5300-2700 B.P. and associated with three major point types: Squaw
Creek Contracting Stem. MoKee Unifaces and Pollard Diamond-Shaped. This
phase's settlements are residential base camps, with hunting and plant
processing of importance. The Vollmers Phase is thought to overlap the
Pollard Flat Phose. It dates from 3900- 2100 B. P. and is characterized by
Clikapudi Series points and small short duration residential base camps.
During the time of phase overlap, the researchers propose different
seasons of use for the canyon by two different groups. The most recent
phase. Mosquito Creek, dates from 1900 to the historic period. Its
projectile point assemblage is dominanted by Gunther Series points, with
the addition of Desert Side-Notched points within the most recent time.
Continued small seasonal occupations with no major villages
characterize this phase. The most recent inhabitants of the canyon did
not represent Shasta Complex groups, as the use of andronomous fish and
heavy reliance on acorns was not evidenced. The large, complex sites
associated with Shasta Complex seem not to exist within the canyon, but
can be found further downstream aldng the Sacramento River and its
tributaries CBasgall and Hildebrandt 1987). This study provides some
interesting information on projectile point types found not only within
the canyon but within the larger regional context of northern California.
Their discussion of Gunther Series and small to medium side-notched
points have relevance to Upper Klamath River Canyon.
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CHAPTER 5-SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS ON UPPER KLAMRTH RIVER
PREHISTORY
This chapter summarizes dota gothered for the Upper KIamath River
Conwon resulting from three diftfrent archaeological investigations
conducted between 1961 and 1986. It presents a general characterization
of subsistence, settlement and technological behaviors placed within a
chronological framework, presented as a cultural chronologw with four
phases CTable 14). It also brief lw assesses the prehistoric cultural
resource potential for the Upper Klamath River Conwon. Because the
inhabitants of the conwon were never isolated, potential intercultural
relationships and outside cultural influenoes from adjacent areas must
also be considered.
CULTURAL CHRONOLOGY
A cultural sequence with some chronological control is possible for
Upper Klamath River Conwon. ifwe consider the evidence from the few
extensively excavated and tested sites and the Prehistorw of some major
adjacent areas: the Klamath Basin, the Upper Rogue River. and the Middle
Pit River. The evidence Is still for from complete, and we must relw on
onlw a few radiocarbon dates and time sensitive artifacts, particularlw
projectile points.
Within the oanWon onlW one possible bit of evidence indicates the use
of the conwon before 5500 B.C. A single Eden projectile point from the
surface of 35KL18 suggests the possibilitw of people using the oanwon
before S500 B.C. Made of fine grain basolt, the point seems to be made of
local materials, not imported from the RockW Mountains. Within the
Klamath Basin. a few sites indicate use of the region bw 10.000 B.P., the
nearest being CASIS342 in Butte Valley approximately 13 miles C18
kilometers) south of Upper Klamath River Conwon CJensen and Farber 1982).
The earliest firm evidence for occupation of the oanWon comes from
Stratum I of 35KL21 which contains a small collection of generalized bone
tools and a few unifacial flaked tools dated bw radiocarbon to 7646 +/400 B.P. C5696 B.C.). Very litt le of this stratum was excavated in 1962,
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TABLE

14- CULTURAL SEQUENCE FOR THE UPPER KLAMATH RIVER

PHASE

ESTIMATED PERIOD

CHARACTERISTICS

CANYON

250 BC - Contact

Dominance of small,
narrow-necked projectile points.
Type I knives present, ceramic
vessels and/or figurines, bone tools
prominent. House pit villages.
Specialized mullers. Population
increase.

Canyon 3 Subphase

AD 1600 - Contact

Appearance of DSN, Gunther Barb
dominant, Rose Spring series
present, no ceramics. Mammal
bone beads.

Canyon 2 Subphase

AD 900 - AD 1600

Gunther Barb dominant and Rose
Spring series. Ceramics--pottery at
35KL 16, figurines more
widespread. Mammal bone beads.

Canyon 1 Subphase

250 BC - AD 900

Gunther Series dominant, Type 24
also present in downriver sites. No
ceramics. Gunther Stemmed
important. Shell beads, bone tools
for fishing, bone chisels and
wedges.

RIVER

2500 BC - 250 BC

Class 28, Elko series, Gold Hill
Leaf, Siskiyou Side-Notched.
Mullers, mortars, bone tools for
fishing, bone chisels and wedges.
Martis series.

BASIN

4500 BC - 2500 BC

Large projectile points. Humboldt
Concave Base, McKee Uniface,
Northern Side-Notched. Stone
bowls, mullets, mortars, bone
tools.

SECRET SPRING

5500 BC - 4500 BC

Bone tools--general.
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resulting in an extremelw small sample of tools and founal remains. The
cultural material associated with this date Is too limited to allow a
reconstruction of cultural behaviors. The evidence indicates hunting of
turtles and mammals; presumably the site was a small. temporarw hunting
and gathering camp. Within southwestern Oregon and northern California.
the limited evidence for this period seems restricted to such camps.
associated with large wide-stemmed and large willow-leaf projectile
points. This evidenoo oomes from one site within northern Colifornia.
Squaw Crook CClewett 1977, Cl-wett and Sundahl 1983). and two sites
within southwest Oregon. 35JA52 and the Marial Site CPettigr-w and Lebow
1987). As wet, no large wide-stemmed or large wil low-loaf points have
been recovered from the oanwon. This cultural period Is provisionally
named the Secret Spring Phase, with estimated dates from 5500 B.C. to 4500
B.C.
The earliest well documented phase within the canwon has been named
the Basin Phase, with dates from 4500 B.C. to 2500 B.C. Represented bw
several projectile point twpes CHumboldt Concave Base A. Northern
Side-Notched, and McKee Unifaces), several sites within the canwon have
components for this phase. These include 35KL16; Strata I and II at
35KL18; 35KL19; Strata I and II at 35KL21; and the midden at 35KL25. The
oanwon laoks radiocarbon dates for this phase.
The following River Phase oooupations are charactorized bw Gold Hil 1
Leaf, Elko Series, Siskiwou Side-Notohed, Class 28 and Class 29 projectile
points. The dates for the phase bracket 2500 B.C. to 250 B.C. and are based
primarily on the projectile point tyPes. The Gold Hill Loaf. Elko, Class 29
Cwhich resemble Martis Series points), and Siskiwou Side-Notched points
were all identified within dated contexts at Nightfire Island CSampson
1985; Hughes 1986). The Gold Hill Leaf. Siskiwou Side-Notohed and Class
28. which resembles Clikapudi Corner-Notohed points in northern
California CBasoall and Hildebrandt 1987). come from dated contexts
within southwest Oregon and northern California CPettiorew and Lebow
1987; Basgoll and Hildebrandt 1987). Again there are no radiocarbon dates
from the oanwon for this phase. Several sites within the oanwon seem to
have components from this phase: 35KL16; 35KL18; 35KL19; 35KL21, Strata
II and III; 35KL25; 35KL554; and 35KL578.
The Canwon Phase, being most recent, is well documented with a
higher level of evidence to support it.It dotes from 250 B.C. to A.o. 1850
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and is divided into three subphases: Canwon 1 C250 B.C. to A.D. 900), Canwon
2 Ca.D. 900 to A.D. 1600) and Canwon 3 CA.D. 1600 to 1850). Canwon 1
occupations contain Gunther Stemmed. Gunther Barbed and Class 24
projectile points; the Gunther Series Is dominant, Class 24 only being
found within downriver sites. The Gunther Stmmed appears higher in
frequenow than the Gunther Barbed. Two time sensitive bead typos were
reoovered from the lower part of Stratum III at 35KL21 and from the
midden at 35KL20: a Twpe F2b Saucer Bead CA.D. 100-A.D.500) and a Type G3a
Olivel la Ring Bead C200 B.C.-A.D. 100). There are also two radiocarbon
dates for this phase from the lower part of Stratum III at 35KL21: 1009
4/110 B.P. CR.D. 941) and 1296 +/- 125 B.P. CA.D. 654). This subphase oan be
recognized at 35KL18. Housepits 11 and 13; 35KL19; 35KL20; and 35KL21.
Stratum III.
Canwon 2. characterized bw Gunther Barbed and Rose Spring Series
proJectile points, has radiocarbon dates from housepits and middens. At
35KL16, Housepit 1. Floor 3 has a date of 580 4/- 120 B.P. CR.D 1370). the
midden has an almost identical date of 580 +/- 100 B.P. CR.D. 1370) and
there is a date of 970 4/- 80 B.P. CA.D. 980) from the lower deposits of
Housepit 14. A date of 564 4/-110 B.P. CA.D. 1386) comes from Housepit 3 at
35KL18; a date of 580 4/-60 B.P. CA.D. 1370) comes from 35KL19; and, three
dates come from two housepits at 35KL26 E400 4/- 50 B.P. CR.D. 1550), 380
4/80 B.P. CA.D. 1570). and 330 +/- 60 B.P. CA.D. 1620)3. This clearlw seems
the most intensive period of occupation. In addition, other sites also
seem to date to this phase bw the large number of Gunther Barbed points
within their assemblages. The other time sensitive artifact for this phase
within the downriver villaogs Is Siskiwou Utility Ware. Additional sites
which appear to date to Canwon 2 Include 35KL21. 35KL22. 35KL23. 35KL25.
35KL554. 35KL578. and CASIS16.
The final subphase. Canwon 3.isoharacterized bw a continued use of
Gunther Series points. Rose Spring Series points and the addition of Desert
Side Notched points. However, with the exception of figurine fragments.
ceramics would not be oharooterio of this subphase even within downriver
sItes. This negative evidence, the total lacok of pottery from the
Irongate Site CLeonhardy 1961) and from 35KL26. current lW remains the
main oriteria for distinouishino Canwon 3 from Canyon 2. Sites
representing this period include 35KL16. 35KL18. 35KL20, 35KL21. 35KL22.
35KL26. and 35KL634. The onlw radiocarbon date for this subphase is from a
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housepit at 35KL20. 100 +/- 70 B.P.CA.D. 1850). The look of Euro-Amerioon
trade goods at Native American sites within the conwon indicates
permanent occupation of the conwon ended bw the earlw 1800's.
The conwon maw have been used by people at least as earlw as the
Klamath Basin and the upi,er Sacramento River Canwon areas. It is possible
Its use matches in ago the occupation of southwest Oregon CP-ttigrew and
Lebow 1987) and the Middle Pit River CKellw et al 1987).
The cultural chronologies for northern California and southwest
Oregon are heavilw dependent on projectile point twpologw for the phase
or period characterizations. This is unfortunate. as manw proJectile point
twpes within these areas are often not olearly defined, nor are thew
always clear temporal markers. Some of the projectile point series are so
broad lw defined thew can not be considered more than broad temporal
indicators. The "Gunther Series" is one example. The series dates from
A.D. 250 to the historic period CHughes 1986). basioal lw covering the
period of the use of the bow and arrow. For this studw, the Gunther Series
so broadly defined i1 not used; rather a distinction is made between
Gunther Barbed and Gunther Stemmed. Within Upper Klamath River Canwon
the Gunther Barbed appear to be more recent in time while Gunther Stemmed
seem sliohtlw older. The oriteria to separate the two can be found in
Appendix C. To be typed as a Gunther Barbed point, the point must be
basal l notched and have barbs as Iong or longer than the contraoting
stem. Gunther Stemmed points must have barbs shorter than the stem and
not be merelw shouldered.
The criteria for Siskiwou Side-Notohed points also needs to be
careful lw adhered to if It is to have any validity within the region. The
neck width must be at a ratio of 2.0 to 2.2 to the width of the point. In
other words, the notches are relativelw deep and thew must be open.
U-shaped notches. In general, the length of this type falls midwaw
between Northern Side-Notohed and Desert Side-Notched dimensions, but
this criteria alone is not sufficient for classifwing a side-notohed point
as Siskiwou Side-Notohed. It is not intended to become a "catch all"
category for a certain size of side-notohed point. As Hughes C1986) has
pointed out, there are some problems with the use of Great Basin point
types within the Klamath Basin and other regions to the west. However,
this studw assumes the use of metric criteria after Thomas C1970) permits
the use of some Great Basin Point types within this transitional area.
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SUBSISTENCE AND SETTLEMENT PATTERNS
In addition to the time markers, each of the phases and subphases
have other artifacts and faunal remains associated with them. Some of
these occur throughout the time sequence. Mammal bone, generalized bone
tools and unifacial flaked tools were recovered from even the oldest
stratum in the oanwon. A basic hunting/gathering behavioral base exists
within theocanwon throughout the documented 7500 wears of prehistorw. If
the excavated sample from the Secret Spring Phase C5500-4500 B.C.) was
larger,it would undoubtedl include projectile points, knives, scrapers.
gravers and some ground stone tools. One can look at the artifact
inventories from sites of comparable ago within the Klamath Basin.
southwest Oregon and northern California to visualize the total
assemblage likelw for this phase of Upper Klamath River Conwon
prehistorw.
The slight 1W larger sample from the Basin Phase C4500-2500 B.C.)
does indeed include ground stone tools, portable mortars, mul lers and
stone bowls. In addition, there are cores. gravers, knives and scrapers.
One of the burials recovered in 1961 from 35KL18. Stratum I. indicated a
burial practice of supine position within a burial pit covered with rooks
The faunal remains were Western Pond Turtle and large to small mammals.
The evidence points to generalized hunter/gatherers who probablw used
the oanwon soasonallw.
During the River Phase C2500-250 B.C.) evidence of more specialized
bonetoolsfirst appears. Thesetoolsincludeboneandantlerchiselsand
wedges and barbs for harpoons or fishing gear. This corresponds to the
period for the first evidence of the use of fish at Nightfire Island
CSampson 1985). Burials at 35KL18 midden and within Stratum III at 35KL21
were flexed burials placed on their sides. At 35KL18 ,two burials were
within the some grave with a pile of rooks arranged near their heads. The
apparent more sophisticated tool kit of this phase indicates greater
reliance upon the river resources and, perhaps, base oamps within the
canwon. The faunal evidence indicates use during all seasons at this time.
The Canwon Phase C250 B.C.-A.D. 1800) contains evidence of the onlw
housepits within the canyon, though it seems likelw houses were used
before this time as evidenced at Niohtfire Island CSompson 1985). The
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number of housepit villoaos during this phase signalsa signifioant
population increase for the oanwon.
The dominance of small, narrow necked projectile points indicates a
dependencouponthebow andarrow. Thespecialized mullers associated
with wocus processing within the Klamath Basin appear at this time within
the housepits. Bone tools are prominant within all the sites. Burials
from this period are represented bw two cremated burials at 35KL16. The
presence of mammal-bone beads and an elk antler spoon associates these
burials to both the Klamath Basin and to northwestern California and
southwesternOregonCKellw 1930). Itiswithinthisphasethat Siskiwou
Utilitw Ware appears and then disappears. The other time markers for this
period are Olivella shell beads from the Canwon 1 Subphase and Knife Type
1fortheentirephose. Clearlytheinhabitantsbwthisphaseefficientlw
exploit all the resources of the Upper Klamath River Canwon and have
trade relationships with peoples further down the river and Presumoblw
with the Klamath Basin. The apparent abandonment of the canWon by the
earlw 1800's maw have a connection to theincreased raiding of neighboring
groups for sloves bw the Modo oafter 1835.
The pattern of specialized reliance on one or two maJor resources,
which characterizes this period within the Klamath Basin and along the
lower courses of the coastal rivers and the Sacramento River. does not
seem to exist within Upper Klamath River Canwon. However, there does seem
to be Wear-round residence within villoaos, rather than seasonal moves to
two or three different base camps, as indicated in some areas of northern
California and southern Oregon. The Upper Klamath River CanWon can be
included within the SiskiWou Pattern as described by Connoll C1986).
ETHNICITY AND BOUNDARIES
Both Mack C1983) and Gehr Cl9S6b) noted cultural differences
between the upriver and downriver clusters of sites within Upper Klamath
River Conwon. Mack suggested the difference might be explained by ethnic
differences between the two parts of the canwon. The evidence still
indicates differences between the two site clusters, particularlw during
the CanWon 2 Subphase. The artifact assemblage from the upriver housepit
sites resembles the Late Prehistoric period within the Klamath Basin.
This includes a high frequenoW of unifacial shouldered mul lers. Gunther
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Stemmed points. Key or T-shaped drills and housepits with similar
features, including benches and storage pits within the floors. Also, the
upriver sites laok Siskiwou Utilitw Wore and multifloored houses. The
downriver sites have multifloored houses without storage pits in the
floor, a high percent of Gunther Barbed points and Siskiwou Utilitw Ware.
seems reasonable to propose the upriver sites as Klamath or
It still
Modoo and the downriver sites as Shasta or Upland Takelma.
Because Siskiwou Utilitw Ware current Iw has such limited
distribution within Upper Klamath River Canwon and along the drainages of
the upper Klammth River, and is so widely distributed along the drainages
strong candidates
of the upper Rogue River, the Upland Takelma are still
for the occupation of 35KL16 during the Canwon 2 Subphase. This Is
strengthened bw the presence of twisted tule basketrw which can also be
associated with the Upland Takelma COruoker 1937). The Upland Takelma
maw have Iived for a limited time Cthree or four hundred wears) along the
Klamath River and were then pushed out approximatelw 400 wears ago bw
the Shasta. There maw also be some connection between the distribution of
Siskiwou Utility Ware and the proposed movement in waves of Penutian
speakers out of southern Oregon into northern California CWhistler 1977).
If the differences in beginning and ending dates for potterw-using
village peoples along the Rogue. Klamath and Pit Rivers are sequencial
from north to south, there maw be a connection to the movement of people
from southwest Oregon into northern California.
CONCLUSIONS
The Upper Klamath River Canwon maw be described as an area of
subsistence uniformity with variation in settlement patterns and
cultural affiliations of the inhabitants throughout its prehistorw. The
use of turtle and mammals begins by 5500 B.C. during the earliest phase,
the Secret Spring Phase. The exploitation of fish appears to begin much
later at approximatelw 600 B.C. From the presence of plant processing
ground stone tools. suoh as millingslabs, mullers and bowl mortars, the
exploitation of seed plants within the canwon begins during the second
phase around 4000 B.C. However, the sample of excavated materials dating
from the earliest two phases remains verw small. The deeper strata within
the middens at 35KL18 and 35KL21 need to be more extensivelw excavated
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to determine accurately the subsistence patterns for these earlier
occupations. Such excavations should use 1/8 inch mesh screens and
flotation of fire hearth materials for maximum recovery of small faunal
remains. portioularly fish, and charred seeds and other plant remains. In
addition, a detailed studw of the potential plant resources and their
locations within the oanwon should be conducted. The ground stone
artifacts also should be recovered when observed and onalyzed to better
understand the use and significance of plants to the oanyon's
inhabitants. A study should also be made of which months the various fish
species once ran up the Klamath River as for as the Salt Cove Looolity.
and to what degree their ovalIabilIt Woould be oaffcted by water flow
levels, which might in turn be affected by climatic variations.
partioulorly eofeotive moisture.
The settlement pattorn for the Upper Klamath River Conwon appears
to have changed over time. Small. tempororw campsites of a mobile
population are associated with the earliest phase. Bw 4500 B.C.. the Basin
Phase, large, seasonal campsites were used within the oonwon. presumablw
part of a seasonal round which included adJacent areas at other seasons
of the wear. Again, the evidence Is limited due to the small excavated
sample of the deeper midden strata of 35KL18 and 35KL21.
Boocusethe oldest radiocarbon date for a house pit within the
canwon is a.D. 900. it has been hypothesized the villoao sites date from
the Late Prehistoric Period. However, house pits were used bW the
inhabitants of the Klamath Basin from a much earlier date; therefore, it
seems possible the inhabitants of the canyon began to live in house pits
previous to the Late Prehistoric Period. A larger sample of dated house
pits from the oanon might expand the period of house pit oooupotion or
oonfirm a rather late use In theoanwon of pithouse vil laogos. One stratogw
would be to radiocarbon date samples of charcoal recovered during the
1961-1963 excavations. This would allow the dating of two additional
houses at 35KL18 ,one tested house at 35KL22. and two houses at 35KL16.
In addition, excavation of house pits from other large housepit villoaos.
such as 35KL26 and CASIS1198. would determine if thew al Idate from the
LatePrehistorio Period. The smollerhamletsshouldolsobetestedto
determine If they also date from this period. In addition, a greater number
of securely dated strata and house floors would test the Possibilitw that
Gunther Barbed points are more recent than Gunther Stemmed within the
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downriver site cluster. The more precise dating of Siskiwou Side-Notched
points within the canwon should also be determined by additional
radiocarbon dates.
Within the Late Prehistoric Period, oertainlw bw the Canwon 2
Subphase. the population of the conwon lived in pithouse villaogs
wear-round. The large midden sites adJacent to the river were fishing
camps and fish processing areas. Within the uplands there were small.
special purpose camps. The excavation of a selected group of small.
upland camps could confirm their seasonal, specialized use. In addition.
the hwpothesis that the large midden sites near the river were fishing and
fish processing areas for the villaogos during the Canyon Phase could also
be tested bw more extensive excavation of these sites.
The limited spatial and temporal distribution of Siskiwou Utilitw
Ware within the Upper Klamath River Canwon leads to the hwpothesis that
the downriver site cluster. partioularlw 35KL16. was occupied for a few
hundred wears bw Upland Takelma, then later ocupied by Shasta. The more
precise dating of the various house floors with pot shards could help
confirm this hwpothesis. Wooden house beams and charcoal recovered in
1963 could be radiocarbon dated, so each floor in each excavated house at
35KL16 could be dated. This would give a more precise time span for the
Potterw In the site, as well as a more precise knowledge of the time *pan
of the site's occupation. Complete excavation of two additional house
pits at 35KL16 would also help confirm the temporal limits of Siskiwou
Utilitw Ware during the site's occupation, as it apparent lw was not
present within Housepit 14. The possible uniqueness of House Pit 1.which
maw reflect status differences, would also be tested bw further
excavation. In addition, screening of all materials from anw additional
excavations through 1/8 inch mesh screens would reveal a more complete
faunal assemblage. partioularlw fish. The recovery of shell beads, which
have not as wet been recovered from this site, maw also occur with use of a
finer mesh screen.
The oultural Influenoes from adjooent regions has been noted bw the
presence of particular artifacts within oanwon sites. The assumption has
been among archaeological researchers working within Upper Klamath River
Canwon that the inhabitants traded with Klamath and Modoo to the east.
probablw with Rohomawi to the south, and Shasta further to the west.
Obsidian and shell ornaments are likolw commodities. The sites within the
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canWon contain a great deal of obsidian but verw few shell artifoots have
been found, and those have been limited to 3SKL20 and 35KL21. Excavation
of a sample of downriver and upriver sites using 1/8 inch mesh screens
would allow a reasonable sample to test the importance of shell
ornaments to oanwon inhabitants throughout the oanWon's occupation.
The obsidian from the oanwon's sites needs to be sourced to
determine from which direction the obsidian has come and whether its maJor
source or sources have remained constant through time. In addition, an
analwsis of the obsidian debitage could help determine what form the
obsidian entered the canWon. Because of the small number of obsidian
cores recovered from canwon sites and the large number of small, flake
debitage of obsidian, it has been proposed that obsidian entered the
canwon as rouohouts and blanks.
There have been several hypotheses concerning the prehistorw of
Upper Klamath River Canwon. Some of these concern chronology, some
subsistence and settlement patterns, some ethnic boundaries and some
cultural interaction with surrounding areas. Mony can be-tested bw a
combination of further analysis of alreadW excavated materials and more
extensive excavation of selected sites within the oanwon. Future
analWsis of the materials should include more detailed and sophisticated
methods, and the excavation should use recoverw methods which guarantee
the maximum recovery of data.
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APPENDIX A
DESCRIPTIONS OF SELECTED SITES
1.35KL16 Border Villaoo CS.C. 1 or Site 1)
Housepit villaooe and midden with 19 housepits has one completolw
exoavated housepit and partial exoavation of tour others. Housepit
component dates to the Canwon 2 Subphose. Other possible components
during Canwon 3, Canwon 1. River Phase, and Basin Phase. Site is located on
first terrace of the river within a mixed oak and ponderoso pine open
forest. The diversitw of tool tyPes within the houses and midden couple
with the abundant faunal remains indicates a wear round occupation of the
villaog. Older components maw be seasonal bass camps.
2. 35KL18 Big Boulder Vil loge CS.C. 4 and Site 3)
Housepit villaog and deep midden, with 41 housepits; three housepits
oompletelw excavated with limited testing of the midden. Housepit
components probably dote to the entire Canwon Phase with a radiocarbon
date of R.D. 1386 from one housepit for Canwon 2. Older components present
include River and Basin Phases. Site located on a grossw first terrace of
the river, oaks and ponderosa pine border the site area awaw from the
river. The diversitw of tool tyPes and faunal remains indicate Wear round
occupation of the vil loge during Canwon Phase. Probablw large seasonal
base camp during older two phases. A large boulder with cupulas sits near
the east end of the site.
3. 35KL19 Froin South Field CS.C. 5 and Site 4)
Large, shallow midden site with possibilitw of housepits obscured bw
plowing. Test excavations produced a range of artifacts and three
radiocarbon dates of A.O. 1370. R.D. 1720. and R.D. 1740 from Canyon 2 and 3
Subphases. Older components possibly present include Canwon 1. River
Phase and Basin Phase. Site located on a grassw terrace about 15 moters
above the river, probablW a second terrace with oaks and ponderosa pine on
the margins of the site. The remains of turtle and mammal and flake stone
tools hints at year round occupation or more than one season of
occupation for a base camp. A large number of gravers and unifacial flaked
pointed tools indicates activities of engraving and boring of wood and
bone.
4. 35KL20 Klamath Shoal Villooa
CS.C. 6 and Site 5)
Housepit villaog with a shallow midden which grades into the midden
deposit of 35KL21. Of twelve housepits, one dated to A.D. 1850. There is at
least one rock ring. Site minimally tested. Evidenoe for use as a villaoge
during Canwon 3 Subphase. Canwon 1 Subphase component is indicated bw the
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presence of Olivel la Ring Shell Bead. It is located on second terrace
among ponderosa pine and oaks. The diversitw of tools and faunal remains
indicate wear-round occupation of the villaog.
5. 35KL21 Klamath Shoal Midden CS.C. 7 and Site 6)
Large, deep midden site, with three major strata. Radiocarbon dates
indicate ocooupation during the Secret Spring Phase C5696 B.C.) and Canwon
1 Subphase CAD. 654 and R.D.941). Other components present include Basin
and River Phases and Canwon 2 and 3 Subphases. Great diversitw of tool
categories and founal remains indicate an important seasonal base camp
used during more than one season of the wear. Maw have been fish
processing area during vil loge occupation. Site is located upon first
terrace of the river just below 35KL20. 35KL20 and 35KL21 should be
considered one site.
6. 35KL22 West Bank Pine Vil logo CS.C. 8 and Site 7)
Housepit vil loge with seven housepits. one of which has been tested.
Probablw dates to Canyon 3 Subphase; maw also have been occupied during
Canwon 2. Probablw has been occupied wear round as other Canwon Phase
villoaos. It is located on the first terrace which is orassw with
ponderosa pine and oaks.
7. 35KL23 Crawfish Creek Portal CS.C. 9 and Site 8)
Small housepit villaoge four houses with a midden. Midden is almost
contiguous with the midden of 35KL566. Probablw dates to the Canwon 2
Subphase and has been occupied wear round. Both flakes and ground stone
tools have been recovered from surface and smalIl tested areas. The site
is located on a small high terrace, possiblw a third terrace among
ponderoso pine and oak. adjacent to a small crook which flows wear-round.
S.35KL25 Aspen Vil loge CS.C. 11 and Site 10)
Housepit villoao with ten houses and a midden. Houses probably date to
the Canwon 2 and 3 Subphases; older components of River and Basin Phases
are indicated bw projectile points. Located on an upper terrace near Ch-rt
Croek within oaks and ponderosa pine. The diversitw of tool categories
indicates a wear-round occupation, both turtle and mammal bone
recovered. Tools indicate use of river resources, such as fish, important.
9. 35KL26 Men's Ceremonial Area CS.C. 12 and Site 11)
Housepit villaogo with at least nine house pits in association with a
midden. Radiocarbon analwsis dates two house pits to the end of Conwon 2
or beginning of Canyon 3 Subphases CR.D. 1550, A.D. 1570. and R.D.1620).
Projectile points indicate Canyon 3 and probablw Canwon 2 Subphases. Site
is located primarilw on a brushw knoll overlooking Chart Creek, with two
or three housepits located upriver from the main bodw of the site within
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ponderoso pine and oak. Diversitw of tool categories indicate wear-round
occupation and use of the river's resources.
10. 35KL552 Chert Creek Village CSit- 14)
Smallhousepit village;3housepitsinashallow midden. Nodiagnostic
artifacts for placing within the cultural chronologw. except the
assumption that housepit villaogs within the canwon date to the Canwon
Phase. Limited testing did not afford enough information to acouratelw
determine likelw site use. Onlw flaked stone tools reported. Site is
located on a small terrace of Chert Creek among ponderosa pine and oaks.
11. 35KL554 Camp Two CSit- 16)
Large Midden site. adjacent to the river on the first terrace. Could be a
continuation of 35KL17. 20 and 21. Located among oaks and ponderosa pine.
with willow near the river's edge. Wide range of projectile point twpes
indicate occupation during the Canwon 1 and 2 Subphases and the River
Phase. Onlw large mammal remains such as elk, doer and bear. Tool
categories indicate a significant base camp.
12. 35KL576 Women's Ceremonial Area CSite 24)
Housepit villaog with nine house pits and an associated midden. It is
located on the first terrace near a marshw area with pines and oaks. The
range of tools recovered from testing indicate a wear-round occupied
village exploiting river resources. The laok of anw diagnostic projectile
points or other temporallw diaonostic tools limits the abilitw to
estimate where the site falls within the oultural sequence, other than
assuming the house pits have been occupied during the Canwon Phase.
13. 35KL578 Orchard Camp CSite 27)
Large, shallow midden on second terrace of the river. Grassw area with
oaks, ponderosa pine and the reminants of an orchard. Projectile points
and the presence of one pot sherd of Siskiwou UtilitW Ware indicate one
oomponent datesto Canwon 2. There mawalsobecomponentsfrom Canwon 1
and River Phase. The testing has revealed a wide arraw of tool categories.
including flaked and ground stone and bone tools. The site had a higher
than expected frequenow of notohed and inourvate unifacial flaked tools
possiblw indicating manufacture of bone tools or wooden tools. The full
range of faunal remains Cfish, bird and mammal) indicate with the artifact
evidence that this has been an important seasonal base camp or vil laog;
plowing for the orchard during historic times maw have obliterated house
pits.
14. 35KL634 Robber's Camp CSite 40)
Smal Ilithio scatter probablw severelw eroded bw the river. Temporal
indications place it within the Canwon 3 Subphase. Maw have been a small
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campsite on the first terrace of the river. whioh is orassw with oaks and
pines along the margin of the site.
15. CASIS16
Rockshelter above the river near Beswick. It is above a orassw area
overlooking the river's terraces. The temporal markers indicate
occupation during the Canwon Phase. Rrtifaots indicate plant processing
and hunting maw have occupied the inhabitants of the shelter for short
periods of time. It was most likely a short term. temporarw camp.
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TABLE 15: PREHISTORIC SITE COLLECTIONS ANALYZED
SITE.

SITE NAME

35KL16
35KL18
35KL19
35KL20
35KL21
35KL22
35KL23
35KL24
35KL25
35KL26
35KL550
35KL551
35KL552
35KL554
35KL555
35KL556
35KL557
35KL566
35KL567
35KL576
35KL578
35KL629
35KL631
35KL633
35KL634
35KL635
CASIS 16
CASIS 1198

Border Village
Big Boulder Village
Frain South Field
Klamath Shoal Village
Klamath Shoal Midden
West Bank Pine Village
Crayfish Creek Portal
Salt Caves
Aspen Village
Men's Ceremonial Area
Flume View
Council Bluffs
Chert Creek Village
Camp Two
Hayden Creek Camp
Kerwin Camp
Kerwin Spring
Portal Annex
North Field Mounds
Women's Ceremonial Area
Orchard Camp
Shawn's Beach
Way Station Village
Don's Village
Robber's Camp
Hoover's Camp
Coyote's Run

Surface Collection

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Test Excavation

Intensive Excavation

4
4

4
4

4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

4
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APPENDIX B
MULLER CLASSES

Class 1
>8 cm long
>7 cm wide
>3 cm,<
(5 m thick
.65 to .95 width-lenoth ratio
.25 to .55 thickness-longth ratio
Bif oo or unif aoo
Unshouldered or slightly shouldered
Flat or convex in longitudinal oross-section
Slight l shaped to unshaped
Lenticulr in transverse profile
Ciroulor to oval in plan view
Material: basalt. andesite. welded tuff and vesicular basalt
Class 2
>10 cm long
>5 cm wide
>3 to (4.5 cm thick
.55 to .75 width-length ratio
.30 to .45 thickness-length ratio
Biface or unif ace
Unshouldared to sliohtlIshouldered
Flat to slightly convex in transverse cross-sootion
Flat in longitudinal cross-section
Slight lw shaped to shaped
Subrectangular in plan view
Subreotangular in transverse profile
Material: basalt. andesite and welded tuff
Class 3
>7 cm long
>5 cm wide
2.5 cm to 5.5 cm thick
.65 to .85 width-longth ratio
.40 to .50 thickness-length ratio
Bif acoo or unifaco
Shouldered, slightlw shouldered or unshouldered
Flat or convex in transverse cross-section
Flat or convex in longitudinal oross-section
Shaped to unshaped
Subrootanoular to wedge-shaped in transverse profile
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Subrectongular to oval In plan view
Material: basalt or andesite
Class 4
>8 cm long
>8.5 om wide
>2 om to (3.5 om thiok
.65 to .99 width-lenoth ratio
.20 to .40 thickness-length ratio
Bit aco or unif ooe
Shouldered or slightlW shouldered
Flat, convex or concave in transverse cross-section
Flat or convex in longitudinal cross-section
Unshaped
Wedge-shaped to lentioular in transverse profile
Diamond or triangular in plan view
Material: basalt or andesite
Class 5
>9 cm long
>7 cm wide
>2 cm thick
.70 to .99 width-length ratio
.10 to .40 thickness-length ratio
Uniface

Shouldered
Flat in transverse cross-section
Flat in longitudinal oross-section
Subrootangular in transverse profile
Oval in plan view
Material: volcanic sandstone or scoria
Class 6a
>8 cm long
>7.5 cm wide
>2.5 cm to (7 cm thick
.70 to .99 width-length ratio
.30 to .50 thiokness-length ratio
Uniface

Shouldered
Flat in transverse oross-section
Flat to slight lw oovex in longitudinal oross-seotion
Shaped
Hemispherical, developmental or wedge-shaped in transverse profile
Circular, oval to subreotangular in plan view
Material: basalt, andesite, daocite, sandstone or vesicular basalt
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Class 6b
>8 om long
>7.5 om wide
>10 cm thick
.70 toa .99 widt h-lIengt h rat io
1.0 thickness-length ratio
Unif ooc
Shouldered
Flat in transverse cross-section
Flat in longitudinal cross-section
Shaped
Conical in transverse profile
Circular in plan view
Material: vesicular basalt
From Mack C1983:251-253)
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RPPENDIX C
PROJECTILE POINT TYPOLOGY

The oritical attributes used to define the projectile point types
were taken from Thomas C1970). The various attributes which he used hove
been taken with very litt le modification. The defining attributes of the
Great Basin types. Type 2. 3. 5-9, and 11-18 were taken direct lW from
Thomas. The other types and classes are defined by the author, using
Thomas's scheme, which has been modified. These were originally
developed for Mack C1979). Several of Thomas's attributes are angles and
ratios. They are abbreviated in the following list of types. DSR is the
angle formed between a line defined by the shoulder and a line drawn
Perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the point. PSR is the angle
formed between a line defined by the stem and a line drown perpendicular
to the longitudinal axis of the point. BIR is the ratio of the length of the
longitudinal axis to the total length of the point. The BC is the length of
the line from the tip of the blade to its base divided by the length of a
line perpendicular to the first line from the point of inflection of the
blads.
Type 1 Gunther Barbed
DSR ( 160'
PSA ( 100'

BIR ( .90'
Stem length-barb length ratio 2.0
Weight ( 3.0 grams; exception spear points
Triangular shape
Base convex or pointed
Barbs rounded or pointed
Type 2 Rose Spring Contracting Stem
OSa 140'
PSA < 100'
BIR > .90

Triangular shape
Base straight, convex or pointed
Class 3 Rose Spring Corner-Notched
DSR ( 195'
PSA > 1006 and ( 130'

Weight ( 2.0 grams
Triangular shape
Base straight or conve
Basal width-maximum width ratio

.90
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Twpe isa Desert Side-Notched, General Subtwpe
PSA >130'
Weight <(2.0 grams

Basal Width-maximum width ratio > .90
Length ( 26 mm
Base concave
Type 'lb Desert Side-Notched. Sierra Subtwpe
PSR > 130'
Weight ( 2.0 grams
Basal width-maximum width ratio > .90
Length ( 26 mm
Base notched
Twpe 5 Eastgate Expanding Stem
OSA < 140'
PSA ( 100'
BIR > .96

Weight ( 3.0 grams
Base straight
Barb tips straight or squared

Twpe 6 Eastgate Split Stem
PSA > 80'. < 100'
BIR > .90. ( .96

Weight ( 3.0 grams
Twpe 7 Surprise Val lew Split Stem
DSR ( 195'
PSA )100'. < 130'

Weight ( 3.0 grams
Triangular shaped

Base concave
Type 8 Cottonwood Triangular
Unshou ldered
Weight (3.0 grams

Base straight or concave
Basal width-maximum width ratio > .90
Maximum width position < .25
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Twpe 9 Cottonwood Bipointed
Unshouldered
BIR > .98
Weight > 3.0 grams
Basal width-maximum width ratio > .90
Bass oonvex or pointed
BC 1.0
Twpe 10 Gunther Stemmed
DSA > 145'. < 175'
PSA< 100'
BIR ( .80

Stem length-barb length ratio < 2.0
Weight > 3.0 grams
Twpe 11 Alkali Stemmed
OSA> 170'
PSA( 125'
BIR >.70
Stem length-barb length ratio > 2.0
Weight ( 3.0 grams
Twpe 12 Rose Spring Side-Notohed
OSA > 195'
PSA > 100'

Weight ( 5.0 grams
Basal width-maximum width ratio < .90
BC >0
TWpe 13 Elko Corner-Notched
DSA < 195'

PSA ( 100'. ( 130'
BIR > .93
Weight > 2.0 grams
Basal width-maximum width ratio
Twpe 14 Elko Eared
DSA < 195'
PSA >100'

BIR ( .93
Weight > 3.0 grams

.90
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Tupe 15 Elko Side-Notched
PSA >130'
BIR >.99
Weight > 3.0 grams
Bas8l width-maximum width ratio >.90
Base convex
Tupe 16 Northern Side-Notched
PSA > 130'
BIR < .99
Weight> 3.0 grams
Basal width-maximum width ratio > .90
Base ooncave or straight
Twpe 17 Block Rock Concave Base
BIR < .97
Weight > 2.0 grams
Notch Opening > .60
Twpe 18 Humboldt Concave Base R
Unshouldered
BIR ( .98
Weight > 2.5 grams
Basal width-maximum width ratio
Base Concave
Class 19
Unshouldered
Weight > 2.5 grams
Maximum width position >.25
Base pointed
Thickness > 6 mm
Class 20
Unshouldered
BIR 1.0
Weight > 2.0 grams
Maximum width position > .25
Base pointed
Thickness > 6 mm

.90
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Type 21
Shouldered
Weight > 2.0 grams
Base convex
BC > .02
Length > 3.0 cm
Width >1.0 cm
Type 22 Gold Hill Leaf
BIR 1.0
Maximum width position > .25
BC > 05
Thickness > 4.0 mm
Width > 12 mm
Length > 22 mm
Weight ( 3.0 grams
Class 23
Weight ( 3.0 grams
Basal width-maximum width ratio > .45
Maximum width position ( .35
Base convex
Length > 35 mm
Thickness >6.0 mm
Class 24
Unshouldered
BIR ( .95
Weight > 2.0 grams
Basal width-maximum width ratio > 85
Length > 20 mm
Thickness > 2mm
Type 25 Siskiwou Side-Notched
DSR( 180'
PSR( 180'
BIR >.95
Weight ( 2.0 grams
Base straight or slightly concave
Length > 15 mm. (30 mm
Notch width > 7 mm
Notch width-base width ratio 2.0 to 2.2
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Class 26
OSA > IS0,
PSA < 160'
BIR ) .99
Weight ( 3.5 grams
Basal width-maximum width ratio > .80
Length ) 25 mm
Base straight or slIightlIy convex
Class 27
OSA > 180'
PSR ) 95'
Weight > 2.0 grams
Basal width-maximum width ratio (.75
Base convex
Not oh width 10 mm
Class 28
DSR > 160'
PSA > 100'
Weight > 4.0 grams
Maximum width position ( .30
Base at raight or a I ght lw convex
Notch width > 8mm
Class 29
OSA > 195'
PSR)> 100'
Weight <(3.0 grams
Basal width-maximum width ratio ).75
Base convex
Notch width > 9 mm
Type 30 Eden
DSA 180'
PSR 90'
BIR 1.0
Weight 5.0 grams

From Mack C1983:257-260)
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RPPENDIX 0
KNIFE TYPOLOGY
Twpe I Vein Chaloedonw
BifaciaI lw f laked on edges onlw
Triangular in shape
Material: Vein ohert. vein quartz or tabular obsidian
Twpe 2 Stemmed
Bifoos
Stemmed
Twpe 3 Bifacial Leaf
Loaf-shaped
Bifaoial
Type 4 Unif aioa l Leaf
Loaf-shaped
Unifaoia 1
Twpe 5 Trianou l ar Straight
Triangular-shaped
Straight sides
Length > 2.0 om
Twpe 6 Triangu l ar Convex
Triangular-shaped
Convex sides
Length > 2.0 om
Twpe 7 Ovate
Ova 1-shaped
Length > 2.0 cm. ( 3.0 om
Bifaoia I or unifaoia I
T4pe 8 Rectangular
Rectangular or trapizoidal-shaped
Bifaoial or Unifaoia I

Ila
Twpe 9 Fla ke Knives
Flakes or blades
Edges onlIu modifiled
Bif acialI or unifacoialI
Length > 3.5 cm

